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Abstract 

The introduction of new literacy progrms at a district level ultimately affects 

teachers in their individual classrooms. The implernentation of First Stem in New 

Brunswick is an example of this. In my quest to undentand how several New Brunswick 

teachers have oriented themselves to the phenomena of implementing a new program, 

such as First Steps, I have chosen phenomenology as rny research hmework. Through 

in-depth conversational i n t e ~ e w s  1 have listened to individual teacher's "voices", with a 

desire to become more thoughtful and sensitive to the ways in which they live through 

the experiences of change in their own professional lives. 

Thoughtful data analysis has led to the development of three themes: 1 ) priorities; 

2) co~ectedness: and 3) accountability. As 1 have painted each teacher's story 1 have 

recognized that each one differs in their experiences under the same thematic urnbrella. 

These unique experiences have painted each individual portrait. Upon refiection, 1 have 

also aaempted to uncover and descnbe the meanings of each teacher's lived experience. 

My study does not aim at chanping the musses or providing answers to be used by 

those in power to change a profession. Instead, 1 have sought to present the lived 

experience of each individuai so that we might reflect on our own walk through this 

world and become more experienced in doing so. ültimately, this will cause us to ask 

new questions pushing us forward on our journey to new understandings and reflections. 
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Chapter One 

FNiding A@ Place 

A Pearl for the Wanting 

Three peul divers woke to a hot sun shirnmrring through the windows of their 

huts. The water in "theif? sea \vas finally quiet and still. After weeks of rain, the 

opportmity to venture out of the rnundane drew them to the water's edge. They gathered 

nerded gear for the day ahead of hem, and then camcd their reed boat out to the 

rnotionless water. In they jumped and effonlessly they began their joumey out to sea. The 

sun caressed their bach and tranquil contentment soon settled arnongst them. Laughter 

and fnendly banter propelled their conversations as they glided out to an undecidrd 

destination. 

After an hour of paddling, the three pearl divers agreed it was tirne to drop anchor 

and venture beneath the water's surface. One by one they took tums diving for the 

oysters that would soon occupy a place in their pails. Each dive was filled with new 

scenery and sea life. These snap shots of life under the sea were intriguing and often 

exciting. Late in the afternoon, the divers rehinied to their places on the boat afier 

gathering enough oysters to take home. On the joumey back they told of their 

experiences under the water and reflected on the "mystenes of the sea" that peaked their 

curiosity. Each one had his own story to tell; they never seemed to envision the sea in 



quite the same way. Enarnored discussions ensued as the divers tried to picture the sea 

world through the eyes of each other. 

By light from the setting Sun the three pearl divers pulled their boat up to shore 

and headed to their individual huts canying the oysters they had collected. One pearl 

diver immediately set his pail aside and decided it would be too much trouble to bother 

shucking his oysters so late in the evening. The second diver sat down with his pail and 

hauled out his knife to begin the process of shucking his oysters. He started with his 

largest "catch of the day" and intently concentrated on prying open its shell. He worked 

as fast as he could with no success. The shell wouldn't budge. Frustration overcame him 

and he threw the oyster aside. He decided not to bother himself with the rest of the 

stubbom oysters and set his pail aside like the first diver. The third diver eagerly picked 

the first oyster out of his pail and began the labonous task of prying it open. He worked 

and worked without making notable progress. "What a stronpwillrd oyster!" he 

thought. At times hr fought the temptation to gwe up, and had to consciously force 

himself to concentrate on the treasure the oyster might contain. The diver decided to 

work slowly, a little bit at a time. He patiently exercised his knowledge of shucking and 

adjusted h s  techniques to suit the shape of the oyster he was atternpting to open. As the 

houn passed, the diver noticed slight cracks emerging in the oyster's shell. He decided it 

was time to push a little harder. He worked through the night until a loud crack 

reverberated in his ears. The oyster had opened itself up to him. Slowly he pulled it's 

shell apart. As he dici, it gave way to a most remarkable pearl. The pearl shone with great 

brilliancy and completely illurninated the diver's poorly lit but. The pearl diver's world 



began to glow and the beauty of his new found treasure enveloped him. He would never 

be the same again. 

- Lynn Smith 

The individual experiences of each pearl diver mirror my own confiontations 

with "change" in the world of teaching. I have ofien attended workshops with colleagues 

only to be once again amazed by our differing interpretations of the sarne session. We 

seem to grasp the ideas that affect us individually and draw them into Our experiences as 

we see need. Sometimes we set inservice documents aside claiming their irrelevancy to 

our existing teaching nerds, and other times we plunge in with both fret to change and to 

add to our fundamental instructional techniques. This disparity has caused me to reflect 

on and carefully consider why 1 make the changes 1 do in the programs 1 teach. What 

stimulates me to avidly persevere through the process of change? Maybe it is the hope 

that I will latch unto a new program or teaching strategy that will make the "world of 

difference" for rny students in their leaming pursuits. "Teaching [and change appear to 

bel like a wildemess trek: the terrain is difficult, the direction uncertain, and the focus is 

always on the trail ahead" (Newman, 1990, p. 67). This thought seems to surn up my 

experiences along the sometimes lonely trail of change. 

Life as a teacher can be perplexing and yet inspiring at the same time. This has 

certainly been true of my journey, over the 1st eight years, as an elementary school 



teacher. 1 have often found myself spinning in circles in search of the perfect assessment 

tool to enhance my understanding of students' reading development. Early in my career, 

well meaning "veterans" in the field of teaching offered me grade-leveling reading tests 

to help me pin point individual student progress. 1 was told t h s  would show my 

competency and professional knowledge when I spoke with both parents and 

administrators. To fulfill my desire to be successful 1 administered these tests and filled 

in the grade levels on my class list. 1 remember looking at the list and thinking that 1 had 

done a good job, but what did a grade three point two level really mean? 1 wasn't sure 

how to describe what reading skills these students were capable of, and which skills were 

appropriate for a chld at a grade three point two level. Although 1 had done what was 

considered appropriate for reading assrssment by my colleagues, I did not fer1 these 

assessments contnbuted to my knowing and understanding how each individual child was 

learning to read. 1 needed to be able to describe in words what they could do and what 

areas they required further support and reinforcement in. 

In my pursuit to be thorough in assessing chilcirenos reading behaviours 1 began to 

read professional articles and books. If reading workshops were offered by my School 

Board, I was there. Through this procrss of discovery 1 devoured new reading techniques 

and implemented them into my classroom practice as quickly as 1 could. As 1 made 

changes, I noted the successes and disappointments. The process of finding an array of 

assessment tools and subsequently working to incorporate them into my prograrn was 

ofien tirne consurning and slow. 

In my third year of teaching I went to a small workshop offered by a colleague 



who had just returned fiom New Zealand. Her enthusiasm for the program she was 

promoting enveloped me. She shared a variety of assessrnent strategies, such as  running 

records and self-evaluation guidelines, in her presentation and explained how they could 

be incorporated into the daily life of our classrooms. 1 was hooked. When 1 left that 

evening 1 could barely contain my excitement. 

The next day i headed to my principal's office to share the contents of the 

workshop I had attended the night before. My purpose in doing so \vas to show her the 

potential this program had for helping me become more effective in my teaching and 

assessrnents. She quickly caught rny enthusiasm and offered to provide the money 

needed for teacher resources and new classroom books. 1 was very fortunate to have such 

a supportive principal. She continued to follow the program in the years following and 

supported me in my process of change. 

Change is never easy; yet it is in the midst of change that 1 have grown as a 

professional. Over the yean change has most often been a positive experience for me. I 

am sure the suppon of my colleagues and administraton have helped to paint change in 

this light for me. Usually the programs 1 have chosen to implement have added a new 

dimension to my students' lives. Learning becarne more meaninfil for them in some 

way. Indeed this is the reason why 1 make changes in my teaching. "1 believe the ultimate 

in education is reached when - both students and teachers at al1 levels - take charge of 

their learning and use their education to lead rich and satisfqing lives" (Routman, 1996, 

p. 147). The language program fiom New Zealand grounded my philosophical 

understandings of literacy development and prepared me for the changes in programming 



that would soon follow in our school district through the introduction of First Steps. 

M y  First Steps Story 

Two years ago 1 was introduced to a new Language Arts program called First 

Ste~s.  1 had hheard through the Fint Steps' focus teacher, in the primary division 

(kindergarten to grade three) of our school, that it was comprehensive and served as an 

excellent resource guide for early literacy teachers. Al1 teachers in the primary division 

had already attended inservice sessions on the Fint Stem reading strand. Although many 

of rny colleagues were excited about the individual reading activities found in the 

Readine Resource Book, they felt it would be too time consuming to actually implement 

the whole progam in their classroorns. They were overwhelmed by the comprehensive 

assessrnent strategies outlined in the teacher's guide. 

As a grade six teacher 1 was interested in hearing about First Steps, but assumed 

it was for primary students in light of its title. Six months later al1 junior (grades four to 

six) and intermediate (grades seven and eight) teachers received a memo telling us we 

were to attend five workshops on Fint Steps. These workshops were scheduled near the 

end of the year around report card time. 1 remember being overwhelmed by the 

developmental continuum and thinking, "How on earth am 1 going to l e m  al1 the 

indicators in each reading phase?" The thought of plotting each individual child on the 

continuum seemed Iike an impossible ta&. With report car& on my mind the task was 

unthinkablr. Although 1 thought the ideas were great, actually implementing this program 

in rny classroorn seemed bleak. I decided that it really was for pnmary teachers and 



wouid be more effective in helping them write their anecdotal notes. 

The workshops dragged on as we read through the documents and engaged in 

discussions with o u  peers. We ail felt the enormity of the task and walked away with 

little inspiration to change our assessment strategies. Several of us were already doing 

many of the thngs discussed in First Steps. The ideas were not completely new or 

foreign. This helped a littlr bit. In the end we were told to take the ideas we liked in the 

resources and use them. With linle pressure to implement the program and little time to 

spare at the end of the year the First Steps manuals were set aside. 

The following year I accepted a grade seven position in our school. With thirty- 

three students my plate was full. First Steps remained on the shelf as I poured over grade 

seven curriculum documents. Resourcr staff from the Board office helped me set up 

classroom prograrns and shared many usehl ideas regarding intermediate education. In 

my contacts with other intermediate teachers and resource personnel Fint Stem was 

never suggested as a h e w o r k  for my reading program. 

After my year adventure into the world of grade seven, I decided to take a 

sabbatical in order to complete my graduate studies. In the FaIl of this year 1 found myself 

reintroduced to the Fint Steps program through an independent course designed by rny 

supervisor, Dr. Mary Lou Stirling. In her obvious enthusiasm for First Steps 1 was 

encouraged to reread and carefully examine the First S t e ~ s  documents in reading, 

writing, spelling, and oral language. This really was the fint time I had taken the 

oppominity to rhoroughly read each module. The more 1 am exposed to the philosophies 

of First Steps and its foundations in present literacy research, the more 1 am convinced 



that it could frame the language progams in our schools. 1 believe it will help to create a 

zeal for reading and writing as learners intrract and share their new discoveries in the 

world of literacy. 

Implementation of the First Stem program is not an easy task. Teachers respond 

in different ways to the change process. My own experiences have illuminated this aspect 

of change. ORen 1 have enthusiastically implemented new programs and persevered until 

new understanding and success finally grasps me. However, my experience with First 

S t e ~ s  has been very different. My understanding of First Steps and my readiness to 

implernent it has evolved over time. 1 am now standing ready to dive into the pool of 

First Steps. If 1, as one teacher, have rxperienced change in a variety of ways throughout 

rny career, thrn it is conceivable that each individual teacher sitting in the sarne 

workshop will approach change in  a unique way. Our individual experiences are 

important. Often they encourage others who are strugglinç in similar ways, and give 

perspective to those standing outside Our M e  of reference. 

Forrning my Research Question 

My o~vn experiences in teaching have led me to the question that shapes my 

study: Wbat are the lived experieaces of New Brunswick teachers implementing 

instructional and assessrnent practices recommended in the First Stem reriding 

strand? I believe there are 'beasure troves" of experiences that need to be voiced by 

individual teachers. Many New Brunswick teachers are well into the process of 

implementing the reading module of Fint Steps. They have participated in mandated 



workshops and received the resource books needed to help them incorporate First S t e ~ s  

assessrnent strategies into their already existing reading programs. One District School 

Board has placed two resource personnel in positions solely responsible for the 

implementation of First Steps. These teachers are involved in giving workshops, 

modeling language lessons based on instructional strategies found in First Steps, and 

providing individual suppon as needed. 

in conversations with teachers throughout the Fredericton district, 1 have noticed 

that they appear to approach change fiom a very persona1 vantage point. Their 

willingnrss to jump into the "pool" of First Steps varies. Throughout my teaching career 

this aspect o f  change ha fascinated me. Like our students we tackle new "obstacles" 

based on our experiences and underlying beliefs. It would seem "experience both yields 

and is shaped by the meanings through which we order our lives' (Hopkins. 1994, p. 35). 

As teachers we value the individual experiences of students; maybe it is time to do the 

same for each other. I would !ike to iisten to individual teacher's "voices", with a desire 

to becorne more thoughtful and sensitive to the ways in which they live through the 

experiences of change in their own professional lives. Their experiences may in turn 

strengthen me in my quest to "be". Experiences are lessons for us al1 to share. Our world 

view c m  open wider as we listen to those who surround us. "You and 1 can look at the 

exact same landscape and see entirely different figures'? (Hopkins, 1994, p. 4 1). 

Purposes in Sight 

The purpose of my study is to gain M e r  insight into how New Brunswick 



teachers approach instruction and assessment in their classrooms, how they make use of 

First Steos instructional and assessment techniques in their reading programs, and how 

they use on-going assessrnent to inforrn their teaching. This research will contribute to 

our understanding of teachen' assessment philosophies, and ultimately, their approach to 

the implementation of instructional and assessrnent prachces promoted in First Steos. It 

is hoped that the individual stories told in this study will assist district personnel and 

administrators in understanding and supporthg individual teachers in the slow and often 

mistrating process of implementing a new program, such as First Steos. 

The assumptions we make about change are powerful and 
Frequently unconscious sources of actions. When we begin 
to undentand what change is as people experience it, we 
begin also to see clearly that assumptions made by pianners 
of change are extremely important determinants of whether 
the realities of implrmentation get confi-onted or ignored 
(Michael Fullan as cited in Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993, p. 455). 

Thoughtfully listening to the inindividual expenences of teachen in the midst of change, 

may help to open the window of reality for onlookers seeking to understand this process 

that plays a part in the life of al1 educators. 

"Bracketing" M y  Assumptions 

By bracketing my own expenences 1 must "set aside, as far as humanly possible, 

al1 preconceived expenences to best understand the expenences of participants in my 

study" (Creswell, 1998, p. 235). van Manen (1990) suggests that 1, as the researcher. 

must face rny own pnvate beliefs, feelings, inclinations, or expectations in order to corne 

to terms with a phenornenon or experience as it is lived through. To accomplish this 1 



began my research study by sharing my own life experiences as a teacher engaged in the 

process of change. 1 would M e r  like to voice sorne of my conceived notions of reading 

assessment and the process of change, in the life of teachers, by b M l y  outlining them 

below: 

- Reading is deveiopmental, therefore, a continuum as an assessment strategy is 

- Reading assessment should infonn our teachng 
- Reading assessment should be an on-going daily process as we interact with Our 
students in the classroom 
- Assessment should be a positive experience for both teacher and student 
- Our beliefs about how chldren leam to read will directly affect our practicrs 
and our decisions to make changes in the prograrns we use 
- Change is an individual experience 
- To be effective teachers must see the purposes for change and personally desire 
to implement the new ideas they have encountered 
- Change is  ofien slow and hstrating; t h e  is of essence 

Knowing that these are rny beiiefs and thoughts on reading assessment and change, 1 will 

now tc to bracket them and attempt to view the experiences of othen through untainted 

glasses. This will be a challenge and I realize that my attempts may not always be 

success ful. 

A Summary of Anticipation 

Chapter One has served as a foundation for the rest of my research. 1 have 

presented my own teaching experiences and views on reading assessment and the process 

of change. By voicing my own understandings, I have m e d  to open my ears to hear and 



listen to the lived experiences of New Brunswick te ache^ implementing instructional 

and assessrnent practices recommended in the Fint Stem reading strand. In Chapter 

Two, 1 will examine relevant research literature in four areas: reading, assessrnent, 

implementation, and First Stem. This will add perspective to my research as 1 share the 

thoughts of leading educators in the literacy field. Chapter Three will highlight my 

rnethod of research from a phenomenological point of view. This chapter will address 

why phenomenology will best help me to answer my proposed research question and 

illuminate further on the need for this type of research in the literacy field. The research 

process will be explored through data collection and analysis, participant selection, 

ethical considerations, and limitations. Finally, Chapters Four and Five wi11 consist of the 

intrrpretations of interview conversations and retlections on the implications for 

teachers, administrators, and the field of study itself. 



Chapter Two 

Literatzire Review 

A Pathway into Reading 

Enter the world of reading instruction and invariably you will be introduced to a 

rnyriaci of divergent definiiions ana pniiosophies of appropriate pracrice. Tne process of 

finding your place in the midst of these countless perspectives may at times seem 

ovenvhelming, but don't lose heart. Rona Flippo (1998) has found that many of the 

leading experts in reading do agree on specific practices for leaming and instruction in 

the classroom. Although their beliefs may be grounded in differing positions, such as 

traditional or whole language, they each recognize that certain contexts and practices 

best facilitate the art of leaming to read (p. 35). In this chapter, I ni11 rsplore the most 

prevalent views on reading and instruction by examining the works of noted researchers 

and educators in the field of literacy. 

The conflict in the reading arena appears to be spurred on by reading readiness 

proponents who support the traditional perspective in reading instruction, and emergent 

literacy advocates who are gaining substantial influence in educational circles. The 

reading readiness philosophy teaches that it is important to wait until a child matures and 

is ready to learn to read. It suggests that children should possess specific pre-reading 

slulls before being engaged in authentic reading activities. Skills are taught in isolation. 

Adherents of this ideal theorize that learning and development are independent of each 

other. Emergent literacy devotees support Lev Vygotsky in his belief that 



"...leaming, rather than development per se, sets in motion a variety of developmental 

processes" (Mason & Sinha, 1993, p. 1.10). Within this perspective, literacy begins before 

children are formally taught to read and it does not merely encompass decoding but the 

whole act of reading. For example, t h s  may include an understanding that print caries a 

message or knowledge about directionality. Interactions between adult and child are 

significant as literacy activities become a joint adventure. "Leaming awakens a variety of 

intemal developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child is 

interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation with his peers. Once these 

processes are intemalized they become part of the child's independent developmental 

achirvement" (p. 14 1 ). 

"The term developmental refers to an evolutionary change in character through 

successive periods, a change which results in a better, fuller, or more useful stage of 

advancement" (Bracken & Malmquist, 1970, p. 3 4 ) .  1 would descnbe this process of 

development as sequential. Yet 1 cannot ignore the steps backward or the moments of 

stagnation that enter into this penod of metamorphosis. Change is not always fluid. 

"Developmental records show that children seldom progress in a neat and well- 

sequenced manner" (Education Department of Western Australia, 1994, p. 2). As 

teachers we need to provide activities that meet the needs of children at various 

developmental stages and are meaningful to their life situations. The classroom should 

becorne a beehive of activity and exploration as teachen and students work together to 

climb the learning spiral. in essence there is a sense of circula motion as teachers 

observe children at their present stage of development, support their successes, mode1 



new skills and strategies for students to attain, and then again reinforce new acquisitions. 

It is well documented (Padak & Rasinski, 1998; Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993; Camboume, 

1 988; C hall, 1 983; Holdaway, 1 979) that c hildren progress through stages when learning 

to read. In fact, "stage development schemrs are deep in our culture" (Chall, 1983, 

p. 166). A rnix of reading specialists, psychologists, and linguists have published works 

in support of developrnental processrs throughout the century. 

The international Reading Association and the National Association for the 

Education of Young Children have recently issued a joint position paper (Padak & 

Rasinski, 1998) examining developmentally appropriate practices in early literacy. They 

promote a developmental continuum as a means of linking assessrnent to instruction. 

Due to individual and rxperiential variations within a classroom, the continuum cm 

become a valuable tool in the hands of an effective teacher. "Excellent instruction builds 

on what children already know and cm do, and provides knowledge, skills, and 

dispositions for life long learning" (Padak & Rasinski, 1998, p. 198). As teachers we need 

to carefùlly reflect on ou approaches to literacy instruction. Many existing teaching 

practices are outdated and lack the suppon of present literacy research. This entreats us 

to consider the benefits of' drvelopmentally-based instruction for our students. 

I see the steady interplay between student and teacher as a necessity for 

developmental growth in reading. It is through our interactions with each other and Our 

environment that we leam. "Children develop language through interaction, not action. 

They leam to talk by talking to someone who responds. They leam to [read] by [reading] 



to someone who responds" (Fox, 1993, p. 22). This personal interaction with the learner 

enables the teacher to closely examine the needs and strengths of each individual, and to 

then build upon pre-existing skills and knowledge. 

A theoretical model of literacy learning and development [is seen] 
as an interactive process. Research supports the view of the child as 
an active constmctor of his or her own learning, while at the same 
tirne studies em phasize the critical role o f  the siipprtive, interected, 
engaged adult ... who provides scaffolding for the child's development 
of greater skill and understanding (Padak & Rasinski, 1998, p.207). 

Leading cducaton and researchen (Booth, 1994; Lowe & Bintz, 1992, Cambourne, 

1988: Glazer. Searfoss & Gentile, 1988; Yinger, 1986: Chall, 1983) support an 

interactional model for a successfùl learning environment. Our teaching styles must 

change from a transmissional model of literacy instruction to a more transactional modrl. 

Through teacher-student interactions, valuable information c m  be gleaned to help 

teachers make informed decisions regarding strategies needed for further literacy grotvth. 

Pressley & Harris (1990) purpon that many students do not leam such strategies 

automatically. They require the guidance and assistance of a teacher to be able to apply, 

monitor, and evaluate a new strategy. Unfortunately, many 1 iteracy researc hers have 

found that little strategy instruction has been occurring in classrooms (p. 3 1). These 

researchers are working to make well-vaiidated strategies available for teachers. Reading 

strategies have been fomulated to improve reading comprehension. "These include 

summarization, story grarnrnar, pnor knowledge activation, self-questioning, and 

question-answering strategies" (p. 32). Strategy instruction should be supportive and 

mobilizing. This is possible through the interactive instructional model. "Student 



progression is critenon-based rather than tirne-based, with teaching and interactive 

practice continuing until the student understands the strategy and can cany it out" 

(p. 33). 

The need for improved strategy instruction in our literacy programs calls for 

appropriate instructional techniques to support students in their reading developrnent. 1s 

there one successful teaching technique that we should employ? According to many 

literacy educators our programs should incorporate a variety of teaching strategies and 

materials (Booth, 1996; Routman, 199 1 ; Education Department of Western Australia, 

1994: Cambome, 1988; Glazer, Searf'oss & Gentile. 1988; Chall, 1983; Holdaway, 

1979; Bracken & Malmquist, 1970). These approaches may include Shared Reading, 

Guided Reading, Independent Reading, reading to children, cooperative retelling, reading 

joumals, modekd and s h e d  wnting, rnini-lessons, literature circles, and so forth. Each 

cornponent allows for the teaching, repetition and reinforcement of leamed reading 

strategies. They integrate speaking, Iistening, reading, and writing. As we practice these 

approaches in Our 1 iteracy prograrns c hildren ui 1 l be given fûrther opportunities to 

experience language in a variety of meaningful ways. "...The more control [they] have 

over language forms and the more [they] use them and refine them, the more [they] are 

empowered" (Cambourne, 1988, p. 3). 

Essentially our goal as literacy tcachers is to empower our students to 

individually seek meaning and understanding in their reading experiences. Our students 

are unique individuals and each one walks through the developmental continuum of 

reading at vaiying paces. "Individual people progress through the reading stages at 



different rates. Even with an equal number of years of forma1 schooling, different people 

reach different stages of development. The rate of advancement depends upon an 

interaction between individual and environmental factors" (Chall, 1983, p. 82). In our 

acceptance of their differences we find the freedom to walk away from the confinement 

of teaching whole class lessons exclusively. Our instruction becomes more specific and 

relevant to the leamers who interact with us on a daily basis. Padak & Rasinski (1998) 

suggest that this is a key feature to good teaching. Concentrating on students' strengths 

and building on their individual successes help to focus instruction in a positive manner. 

"Focusing on strengths also means focusing on the possibilities. appreciating and val uing 

students' cultures ..." (Routman, 199 1. p. 15). A positive approach to languap learning 

fosters an atmosphere where reading becomes -'welcomed and cherished and, most 

important, continued for life" (Booth, 1994, p. 87). 

To engage my students in a supportive environment that draws hem into the 

world of reading 1 must be able to offer materials that will 'wet their appetites'. Al1 kmds 

of fictional and non-fictional books, magazines, poetry, newspapen, directions, menus, 

and student writing should fil1 my classroom. The reading environment "mut embrace 

not just a range of types of texts and genres from many cultures, but also old favourites to 

be dipped into again, books about their cunent interests, and reading that is challenging 

but still within their grasp.' (Booth, 1994, p. 142). These 'real' books should be 

accessible and plentifid, as noted by both Flippo (1998) and Chal1 (1983). Reading 

encornpasses not only the cognitive domain, but also the affective domain. What we read 

shouid rivet a response intellectually and emotionally. This is what draws us back to 



books and urges us to explore beyond our known realm. Mem Fox (1993) writes that 

reading one book increases our knowledge, and in turn this "pnor knowledge" teaches us 

how to read another. As a writer of children's literature, Mem Fox 

tries to touch the hearts of [her] readers. [She] hopes to introduce 
them to the squealing delights and ineffable beauties of language. 
[She] hopes to expand and explain their world. [She] hopes [her] 
books rnake learning to read an easv and hvsterical pleasure ... [Shel 
hopes to strengthen the bonds between children and books so they're 
seduced into loving reading so much that they'll be readen forever 
(p. 122). 

As a literacy teacher, this cal1 to inspire young students in their quest for living and real 

experiences cannot help but motivate me to expose them to the wonders and power of 

our wrinen language. Indelibly, readen and writers are intricatrly linked in their 

interactions. 

What is reading? 1s reading pnmarily getting %e message" or acquiring skiil in 

the "print medium"? (Chall, 1983) The way in which you define reading will ultimately 

dictate your instructional approach in the classroom. Cambourne ( 1988) explains reading 

as comprehension. "By this [he] means that the end result of any act of engagement with 

t e s  must be comprehension of the meanings which the author of the text originally 

encoded" (p. 158- 159). In essence, the message must be rneaningful to the reader. The 

International Reading Association and National Association for the Education of Young 

Children have substantiated this belief in their 1998 joint position paper by stating that 

"real reading is comprehension" (p. 205). In light of the extensive research and many 

studies pertaining to the purposes of reading we should be challenged by the admonitions 

of respected literacy educaton to redefine many of our curent practices. 



Even with diverse views we c m  find unity in the literacy field. Flippo (1998) 

worked with leading educators over a period of ten yean. Through extensive 

confemncing and belief cornparisons these experts found points of agreement that 

Flippo (1998) has been able to articulate though brief summaries. Contexts and practices 

that al1 experts agreed "wodd facilitate leaming to read" include: 

Make reading fun and authentic; Give students lots of time and 
oppomuiity to read real books; Develop positive self-perceptions 
and expectations; Encourage learning about strategies; Encourage 
learning to paraphrase and summarize; Allow leamers to use 
techniques which help them become consciously aware of what 
they do as readers: through metacognition probing, help leamers 
think about how they arrived at an answer, or how what they read 
influenced their personal understanding; Provide feedback 
that includes clues about meaning, as well as letter sound information; 
Provide multiple, repeated demonstrations of how reading is done 
and used; and Combine reading wirh other language processes 
(p. 35-36). 

The lists developed in this project are not intended as absolutes. They are to facilitate 

discussion and planning of reading instmction amongst teachers. It is at the school level 

that research becomes practical and can ultimately make a difference in the lives of 

young children. I must ask myself if reading is an intricate part of my students' lives, and 

if not what steps must 1 take to help them open the door into this vast and enchanting 

world. "(1) need to fiIl their storehouses with events, characten, styles, emotions, places, 

and themes that will help them to grow, not wither, thinty in the desert of illiteracy" 

(Fox, 1993, p.67). 



Linking Assessrnent to Instruction 

Effective reading instruction embeds itself in effective assessment. As teachen, 

the word assessment Frequently conjures up thoughts of standardized tests and 

provincially downloaded reading examinations. Once or twice a year we may expect our 

students to undergo intensive assessment. We either end up "patting ourselves on the 

back" for our students' successfui achievements or "hangtng our heads low" at their 

supposed lack of ski11 retention. According to these results school initiatives are put into 

place' and as individual teachers we work to see that students cover the ground they 

failed to grasp, in hopes that next year their scores will be higher. Our instructional 

approach is necessitated by the yearly assessments and the need to succeed. Can this be 

al1 that empowers our reading programs? 1 would suggrst that if we are locked into this 

mentality regarding assessrnent it is time to step back, reflect on our practices, and ask 

ourselves who is benefitting from this experience. 

Tests tell us only what children know about a small sample out 
of a possible universe of discrete items chosen for the test, and 
only then if the conditions under which the test is taken are optimal: 
if the child is not preoccupied with a personal agenda, if there are 
no health problems, or if the temperature in the room is appropriate, 
for example (Anthony, Johnson, Mickelson & Preece, 199 1, p. 9 )  

We cannot base our assessment of a child's reading ability solely on a standardized test. 

As teachers we interact with our students on a daily basis. We watch and observe them as 

they work. We h o w  what they are capable of even before a formal test is adrninistered. 

Assessrnent should not be an event once a year, but an on-going process in the 

daiiy life of our classrooms (Rich, 1998; Education Department of Western Australia, 



1994; Routman, 199 1 ; Valencia 8: Pearson, 1986; Holdaway, 1980). It should reflect the 

developmental growth of a child. "Assessment implies the process of carefblly collecting 

or recording and analyzing students' literacy products and processes in a way that 

establishes a strong comection between the assessment data and the teacher's 

instructional plans" (Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993, p. 3). It benefits our instnictional 

practices much the same as a fitness assessment of an athlete benefits a coach. The coach 

is able to work out a fitness plan for each individual athlete based on the rrsults of the 

assessment. This reinforces physical strengths and illuminates areas for further 

development. Likewise, teachers need to gauge their instruction to meet the needs of 

individual students. We also want our students to be healthy and able to work at their 

optimum intellectual lrvel. 

'-Assessrnent allows a teacher to make well-grounded decisions about what 

approach to take with a child. [It] is an ongoing process of observation and analysis of 

the children's language behaviours" (Booth, 1994, p.3 13). Our assessment feeds our 

instruction. For many teachen this is a new way of viewing assessment. Assessment 

changes fiom slotting a child into a grade level for what they have produced to assessing 

their strengths within the process of leaming. Therefore, we are not assessing their 

weaknesses (Gluer, Searfoss & Gentile, 1988). "Instniction consists of guiding leaming 

through the interplay of assessment and meaninghl applications of skills; the "measure" 

of students' ability is not a score but an index of the type and amount of support required 

to advance leaming" (Valencia & Pearson, 1986, p.728-729). 

Booth ( 1994) States that students' progress in language development c m  be 



monitored dong a continuum. If we view literacy growth as developmental then our 

assessment strategies should support this model. "Using a developmental continuum 

enables teachen to assess individual children's progress against realistic goals and then 

adapt instruction to ensure that children continue to progress" (Padak & Rasinski, 1998, 

p. 207). This is a valuable tool to help teachen in their observations and understanding of 

individual students' reading development. First Steps advises that "the purpose of the 

Continua is to link assessment with traching and leaming in a way that will support 

children and provide practical assistance for teachen" (Education Department of 

Western Australia, 1994, p. 3). The individual student once again becomes the focal 

point for assessment. By using the continuum io assist in assessment practices the 

individual child is not lost in a "sea of forgetfulness". The teacher must engage in 

meaningful interactions with the child in order to knowledgeably assess his or her 

progress. "To teac h and [assess] in developmental 1 y appropriate ways, teac hers must 

understand both the continuum of reading and writing development and children's 

individual and cultural variations" (Padak & Rasinski, 1998, p. 2 1 1). 

Using the continuum as a means of assessing student progress through 

observation is only one out of a vast amy  of assessment tools available to classroom 

teachers. In fact, a well balanced prograrn incorporates a variety of assessment 

techniques. Padali & Rasinski ( 1998) quoted Shepard, Kagan & Wurtz emphasizing the 

need for teachers to use multiple indicaton when assessing and monitoring children's 

progress. These indicaton may include ta1hng to students through interviews and 

conferences, using students' se 1 f-assessments suc h as reading logs and j oumals, or 



analyzing responses through ninning records, miscue and cloze analysis, and analysis of 

readers' mntten or oral activities (Education Department of Western Australia, 1994). 

The ways in which we can assess our students may seem limitless and daunting at times. 

We c m o t  physically implement every assessment strategy we are introduced to. 

ültimately we must carehilly choose a group of assessment tools that will be effective in 

helping us assess the whole child, and consequently inform our teaching. 

There must be a counter balance to westrained inclusion, and 
this is selection - a process that is required of every teacher. 
Through selection the array of information gathering will differ 
in evev classroom. In this way both assessment and evaluation become 
individualized, with teachers exercising their professional j udgement 
to develop a workable scheme in response to the nceds of. ..the students 
(Anthony, Johnson, Mickelson & Preece, 199 1, p. 28). 

Valuable assessment is complex and often time consuming, yet it can breed confidence 

and assurance. For in the midst of interactive and on-going assessment the teacher cornes 

to know and appreciate the strengths and individuality of the children in his or her care. 

Assessment is most meaninphil when teachers observe and interact with students 

involved in authentic reading experiences (Valencia & Pearson, 1986). "We should 

assess natural language activities in contexts that are meaningful and relevant to the 

leamers.. ." (Booth, 1994, p. 3 16). Assessment shotiid be purposehl and concerned with 

the child's actual work. We l e m  about students by obseMng their everyday reading 

behaviows. "Sound assessment should be anchored in red-life witing and reading tasks 

and continuously chronicle a wide range of chldren's literacy activities in different 

situations" (Padak & Rasinski, 1998, p. 206). However, often our assessment practices 

do not match our instructional practices. This dichotomy between assessment and 



instruction in school reading prograrns can inhibit positive growth. As reading theories 

and practices have changed in the classroom, many teachers stniggle to make assessment 

authentic in the face of countless competency testing programs. The increase of tests 

sends a confusing message to teachers. Valencia & Pearson (1 986) support these 

expetiences in their findings that "reading assessrnent has not kept Pace with advances in 

reading theory, research, or practice'? (p.726). Change is needed to further establish the 

link between assessment and instruction in our classrooms. 

Catalysts for Change 

"Change in the world of education is often uncornfortable, and the more we 

understand about the process, the more likely it is we can effect change realistically" 

(Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993, p. 452). 1 have ofien wondered if one rnight find a successful 

protocol for change, mapped out in a self-help book, tucked away and forgotten in the 

back part of a library. The more 1 read about change, as a teacher experiences the 

process, the more my eyes are opened to the unique path each individual must walk 

along. 1 have discovered general guidelines for those involved in the process of change, 

and possibly these may act as helpfûl insighü for those instigating change, as well as for 

those hoping to find their bearings amidst the process. 

in her book, invitations, Roumian ( 199 1) shares five stages she found herself 

rnoblng through in the rnidst of making changes in her own teaching beliefs. These 

included: 



1. I can't do this. It's too hard, and 1 don? know enough. 
2. Maybe if I find out about it, it's possible. 
3. 1'11 do exactly what the experts Say. 
4.1'11 adapt the experts' work to my own contexts. 
5.1 tmt mysel f as an observer-teacher-leamer-evaluator. (p. 27) 

When ive compare stage one to stage five we see that Routman has made important 

changes as a teacher. Curiosity and a desire to grow as a teacher helped suut the wheels 

in motion. Most significantly we see that change was a process for Rourman. It took time 

and energy on her part. We rnay view this process of change as a continuum (Taylor, 

Boscato & Beagley, 1992). Possibly this process of change is developrnental and 

therefore individual in its scope and sequence. Lowe & Bintz ( 1992) report in their study 

of the irnplementation of Prim-, Laneuage Records that each individual teacher reacted 

differently to change. One teacher at the beginning of in-services for this program 

exclaimed: 

Horrrfied - coniplere(v ovenvheimed - when m.? we going to gel tirne to du it di? 
1s there going ro be uny tirne lefr for reaching? 1s school going ro roke mer  my wholr 
Ifle? 

Six months later the same teacher wote: 

As the reodlng aspect ts ofparticulrrr personui interes&, it was most reassuring to 
find that ideas which I hud been working out for myseywere being recommended The 
Primary Lanpage Record is making l f e  much emier (p. 56). 

This teacher has made drastic changes in her attitude toward Primary Langua- Records 

over a short arnount of time. Her individual process of change may be found in the 

persona1 link shr found with the program. She became interested and saw the possible 

benefits of implementing the program in her classroom. The change improved the 



'quality' of her life. Regardless, change was still a process for her and tirne was an 

important factor. 

Change can be a slow and mistrating process. This may panic some people who 

feel change must be instant. Usually these are the people who have poured money into 

the new prograrns and want to see them implernented immediately. Such expectations are 

unredistic and sometimes rnay even be harmful. "Unrealistic or undefined time-lines fail 

to recognize that implementation occurs developrnentally ... CarefuI planning can bring 

about significant change on a fairly wide scale over a period of hvo or three yean" 

(Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993, p. 457). Some experts suggest that effective change may even 

take five to ten years to be successful. As individual teachers we m u t  find our owm pace. 

It may be faster or slower depending on your general approach to 
change, what forces are driving the change. whether the forces are 
extemal or intemal or both, what impedes change, what is going 
on in your life outside teaching, what son of support you have to 
malie changes, and how you feel about assessrnent as it currently 
occurs in your classroom (p. 162). 

Some teachinç colleagues rnay progress quickly through the different phases of 

development on the change continuum. Don't panic. We are individuals and time is one 

of the most important components in this process of change (Freidus, McNarnara & 

Grose, 1998; Routman, 199 1; Newman, 1990). 

How many times have we gone to professional development workshops, gathered 

interesting ideas, been stirred by the suggestions made for change, and yet have never 

really made the changes needed in our classrooms? In reflection, 1 have asked myself 

what it is that makes me go the step m e r  after the workshop to actually implement the 



new ideas I've been exposed to. in most cases 1 have had an invested interest in the 

program. 1 see the personal gains for improving my teaching and further reinforcement of 

my beliefs and teaching practices. 1 believe our beliefs anchor us  and ofien act as a gauge 

in our decision making. Sorne teachrrs may not even be aware of the belief system they 

have formed as a foundation for their teaching practices. "The difficult part of becoming 

a leamer-directed teacher is learning to sre the beliefs that undergrd our instructional 

decisions. Every teaching act, every decision we makr in the course of a day, every 

response in the classroom is based on a number of often contradictory assumptions" 

(Newman, 1990, p. 65). It has become necessary for me in my otvn process of change to 

consider carefully why 1 believe the way I do, and if my beliefs and practices ring mie in 

light of presant research in the literacy field. Change in practice for some individuals 

may only occur when they refirct on their understanding of learning and their 

entrenched belief systems (Booth, 1994; Roumian, 199 1 ). 

A shifl in beliefs may precede actual changes in practice. 
While beliefs are in a state of flux, a teacher's beliefs and 
practices may be inconsistent with each other. Because of 
the changing paradigms, teachers need to clarify their beliefs 
about literacy learning so that they can integrate their changmg 
theories with their instructional practices (Lenski, Wham & Griffey, 
1998 p. 220). 

For some teachen to adopt new instructional and assessrnent practices they may have to 

struggle for change at the foundations of their belief systems. This can be a difficult 

adventure, since our beliefs usually grow out of what we have experienced throughout 

our lifetime. 

It is frequently through personai reflection and professional reading , not 



compulsory workshops, that effective change occurs. ft is the teacher as a lifelong leamer 

that seeks to irnprove and if necessary change his or her beliefs ancUor practices. 

Trying to becorne a leamer-directed and learning teacher is not 
easy. The transformation doesn't occur overnight as a result of 
having anended an inservice or two. No, changing our beliefs 
and practices is a messy, slow process, and there are relatively 
few qripprts for people as they try out new ideas 
(Newman, 1990, p. 124). 

Although workshops are beneficial in introducing us to new prograrns or new teachng 

techniques, they do not provide on-going support for those who try to implement what 

they have learned. Successfùl change requires intensive and continued support ( Freidus, 

McNamara & Grose, 1998; Rhodes & Shanklin, 1 993 Routman, 199 1 ). 

To make ... inservices with dimict teachers more meaningful, 
we have to consider the teachers' experiences and needs. We 
need to discover the obstacles the teachers perceive in 
translating this change into pwctice and help them develop 
strategies for overcoming them. Only by planning a long-term 
implementation, closely monitoring and supporting its growth, 
can we bring about significant improvement in our current.. . 
instruction (Newman, 1990, p. 1 3 1). 

It would seem to me that this is where administraton need to reflect on thrir approaches 

to change, and on the arnount of support they are providing for teachers trying to 

effectively implement new prograrns. 

Studies also show that teachers need to see the purposes and relevancy for change 

( Rehorick & Dicks, 1998; Booth, 1994). In Rehorick & Dicks' ( 1998) research they 

refer to six key principles for adult learning found in the MOCAP Train-the-Teacher 

Workshop Manual ( 1994). These include reievancy of leaming, reduction of stress and 



anxiety through the avoidance of ambiguity, responsibiii+ for making decisions 

regarding leaming is le@ to the leamer, respect for the background and individuality of 

the learner, reiaiionships built between the leaming environment and the learner, and 

response to adult learnes regarding their progress. Thoçe attempting to facilitate change 

in o u .  schools should be well vened in such principles of adult leaming. If administrators 

would thoughthlly consider the needs and unique qualitirs of the teachen working for 

them they would approach change in a balanced marner. Respect for the individual 

would help them accept that change occurs in a difierent way for each teacher. And in 

tmth "the power to make change ultimately lies with the tracher" (Freidus, McNamara & 

Grose, 1998. p. 34). 

Making Connections 

In 1988, educators in Western Australia developed the First Stem project in 

response to the needs for more effective Iiteracy teaching. The Education Department of 

Western Australia spent five years researching and developing the prograrn. The First 

Steps project consists of four modules covering reading writing, spelling, and oral 

langage. Fint Steps teachers are provided with two books for each of these modules 

during their training, they inc lude the Developmental Continuum and the Resource Book. 

These manuals provide valuable information to help teachen implernent new teaching 

strategies and assessment practices. Both assessment and teaching practices are based on 

the philosophy that children's literacy growth is developmental. Therefore, First Steps 

has created a developmental continuum for each language module (reading, writing, 



spelling, and oral langage) as a practical assessment tool for teachers. The continuums 

help link assessment to instructional practices. "They have been developed to provide 

teachers with a way of looking at what children can actually do and how they can do it, in 

order to inform planning for Further development" (Education Department of Western 

Australia, 1994, p. 2). The continuum is designed to help teachen concentrate on 

students' strengths rather than weaknesses. 

The developmental continuum for reading consists of six phases: role play 

reading, experirnental reading, early reading, transitional reading, independent reading, 

and advanced reading. Within each phase teachers find key indicators for reading 

behaviours appropriate at that particular phase of development. These indicators help 

teachers place students on the continuum. Major reuching rmphasci are also suggested 

for each phase of development. First Steps does recognize that al1 children will progress 

in different ways. Thus, the continuum allows for student differences and helps teachers 

focus their reading programs on individual leaming needs. By usins assessments to 

inform teaching strategies teachers interact on a daily basis with students involved in 

authentic reading activities. 

The First Steps Readine Resource Book introduces a variety of assessment and 

instructional strategies with detailed explmations for teachen. This resource is really an 

extension of the Readine: Developmental Continuum. It shows teachen how reading 

strategies c m  be used in the daily routine of their classrooms (Education Department of 

Western Australia, 1994). In First Steps, 'variety' is a key to both assessment and 

instruction. Students need to be given multiple oppominities to consolidate reading 



strategies through a variety of activities that help to reinforce what they are leaming. 

"Wonnation about children's reading development should be gathered across a range of 

reading activities where children are working in different conte- with varied t e a .  

Observations need to be systernatic, informed and ongoing" (p. 18). First Steps also 

promotes the use of a 'variety' of assessment tools ranging from reading conferences to 

miscue analyses. 

A b ie f  examination of the First Steps program revrals its link to present research 

in the field of literacy. In fact, the International Reading Association and the National 

Association for the Education of Young Children promote the developmental continuum, 

created by First Steps, in their 1998 joint position paper. Research studies on the 

implementation of First Steps have been carried out in both Australia and the United 

States. These studies serve to illuminate the benefits 

experienced as they work to adjust their instnictiona 

their classrooms. 

The First Steps Research Summaries (1994) 

md the difficulties teachers have 

and assessment practices within 

re a unique compilation of studies 

completed in Australia spanning the years 1988 through to 1994. In general, researchers 

found that schools were making positive progress in the implementation of First Steps. 

Most teachen were excited about the resources and the new program. However, teachen 

were concerned about the "excessive amounts of information provided in professional 

development sessions'' (p. 18). Teachers were finding that the implementation of First 

Stem modules required extra time and as a result they experienced increased workloads. 

However, teachers noted irnproved student attitudes and results, increased interest and 



enjoyment in teaching, and increased clarity about their teaching. As with any change in 

literacy instruction some teachers were forced io reconsider their beliefs about reading 

development. Time has been a major factor for teachers and schools to becorne 

cornfortable and successful with the implementation of First Steps. Overall, the feeling in 

schools toward First Steps has been positive (Ducharme, 1994). 

In the United States the First Stem Study Year Two Prolect Report (1998) 

explores the effects First Steps has had on literacy development in urban school settings. 

Researchers discovered that as teachers becarne more confident in utilizing First Steps 

teaching strategies a direct correlation could be drawn to student improvement. For 

example, students increased in their ability to use appropnatr literary language when 

discussing their work. Teachers, in general, found the developmental continuum 

"informed their teaching in rneaningful waps" (p. 6). In the beginning months teachers 

felt ovenvhelmed by the task of placing students on the continuum. However, "these 

teachers found the procrss of analyzing and recording student work becarne more 

automatic and, consequently, less onerous as tirne went by" (p. 6). Their confidence 

increased as their understanding of literacy growth became more informed. The 

continuum was successful in influencing teachers' instructional choices and therefore has 

had a positive impact on student outcornes. There has been "resistance to using it to link 

assessrnent to instruction on an on-going bais ... due to the amount of time it takes to 

leam to use it. At first glance it is daunting" (p. 9). To ease teacher anuiety, on-going 

support is needed to assist thern in their attempts to implement the developmental 

continuum. The research "suggests that if teachers are to ernbrace change, it needs to be 



integrated into their responsibilities, replacing or refining rather than adding on tu pre- 

existing routines and processes" (p. 10). 

The study found that Tuton and Focus teachers were invaluable in their on-going 

support and encouragement of teacher growth. In order for the First Steps program to 

develop successfully, district personnel within the schools were found to be vital. Their 

roles included workshopbased instruction, modeling of lesson strategies in the 

classroom7 and facilitation of discussion goups to encourage teachers and promote 

collaboration. 'They [tutors] recognized that the implementation needed to be viewed as 

a process, that it would take time to reach their goals" (p. 13). 

To the onlooker, implementation of the First Steps program is a costly and time 

consuming process. You may find yourself wondering if the dificulties of establishing 

such a program is worth the immense effort. My intent is to explore the lived experiences 

of teachen implementing First Steps in their classrooms. Their expenences will open our 

eyes to the individual paths of change each one must joumey on and possibly will expand 

our horizons of understanding. "I'd like to imagine, as we travel together, that [our 

joumey] might be a passport to new temtory that will excite and challenge us dl" (Fox, 

1993, p. 166). Fint Steos rvill serve as my window. 



Chapter Three 

Research MethodoZogy 

Research Approach - hterpreting PhenomenoIogy 

"The method one chooses ought to maintain a certain harrnony with the deep 

;rr+nro .i.,,,,s, + +L ~ ~ a ,  t - ,,,ahbs 1-fi on; ar. ;düca:oï (a paicilt ûr ~ ü ~ k i )  ii; the Sis plaie" {~aï î  X a n ~ n ,  

1990, p. 2). As a person, 1 am deeply interested in how we, as people, live in our world 

and what shapes our own unique experiences as we walk through life. Each of us accepts 

and views life from the experiences that touch us. As I sit with my grandfather, he 

unfolds a world vastly different from the one I've corne to undentand. His past, nch 

experiences paint a life of wisdom and personal insight. My four year old niece pulls at 

my hand and leads me into her world of make believe. Her experiences touch her play 

and her young life bubbles with excitement at the new adventures she sees just around 

the corner. My conversations and interactions with those who enter my life add a new 

dimension to my understanding of people and the choices they make. This desire to listen 

and to attempt to understand other people's experiences bas led me to phenornenology. 

In choosing phenomenology, 1 have taken the opportunity to listen to the 

individual stories and experiences of New Brunswick teachen implementing First Ste~s.  

By listening to their ivoices" 1 have become more thoughtfùl and sensitive to their 

understandings of the world they live in. Phenomenology is described in a nurnber of 

ways by experts in the field. van Manen ( 1990) explains "phenomenology as an attempt 

to gain insightful descriptions of the way we experience the world pre-reflectively, 



without taxonomizing, classi@ng, or abstracting it ... Phenomenology aims at gaining a 

deeper understanding of the nature or meaning of our everyday experiences" (p. 9). 

Hopkins (1994) refen to phenomenology as "the study of the "life-world," of lived, 

eveiyday experience, of how consciousness takes in the givens of the experienced world" 

(p. 39). "Heidegger's phenomenology is ... hermeneutic in that it takes undentandmg as 

primary and seeks to understand it, to interpret what (one) already knows" (Weinsheimer, 

1985, p. 162). Anderson (1998) defines phenomenology as a method "aimed at 

undentanding the meaning of experiences in our everyday lives" (p. 121). Each of thesr 

definitions seek to understand the experiences of individuals in their daily lives. 

ARer careful consideration, 1 decided that my research question. "What are the  

lived experiences of New Brunswick teachers implementing instructional and 

assessrnent practices recommended in the First S t e ~ s  reading straod?", wouid be 

best answered in a phenomenological study. Phenomenology has helped me to 

understand how several New Brunswick teachers have oriented themselves to the 

phenornena of implementing a new program, such as First Steos. It has given me the 

opponunity to hear the "essence" of what they are saying and living as I have "attempted 

to uncover and describe the structures, the intemal rneaning structures, of (their) lived 

experiences" (van Manen, 1990, p. IO). I t  has been through this process of discovery that 

understanding has surfaced. 

My approach to interpreting the lived experiences of the teachen t conversed 

with throughout my research has been influenced by my evolving understanding of 

phenomenology. Picture the al1 encompasshg umbrella of a qualitative Framework that 



tries '?O understand people fiom their own fiame of reference" (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, 

p. 6). Then picture the a m  of the umbrella as the phenornenological perspective that 

supports the "framework". If 1 were to propose a "pure" phenomenological study my 

analogy would end at this point. Lnstead my eyes move M e r  down the a m  to the 

urnbrella's handgrip. Here I grapple with my understandings of conceptualization and 

pre-reflective thought. Considering my desire to understand the lived experiences of 

teachers implementing instructional and assessment practices in First Stem, 1 have 

recognized that as teachen we are often formed, consciously or subconsciously, by our 

evolving walk through the education system and thus influenced by its 

conceptualizations. In the conversations 1 have had with the teachers involved in the Fint 

Steps program 1 acknowledge their conceptions and otvnership of literacy and assessment 

discourse as a part of their lived experience. Aspects of our conversations did venture 

into pre-reflective thoughts, but often 1 found that as thoughtful teachers thernselves, they 

were already thinking through the process of implementation they had been engaged in. 

It is in consideration of my wandenngs from the necessity of focusing on pre-reflective 

thought and conceptualization as guiding forces in my research interpretation that 1 

ground my use of the term phenornenology. In essence, what is "pure" phenomenology? 

As a phenomenologist 1 listen and search for pre-linguistic utterances and pre- 

conceptualized thoughts: the raw, organic materials of our cxperiences. In theory this 

rnay well work, but in practice our language experiences and life exposures ofien 

contaminate this process. Herein lies the struggle ... do 1 erasr al1 that is not organic and 

render another person's verbal conceptualizations of their world as an unlived 



experience? In ths one act 1 would become untme to another person's lifeworld. 1, as a 

phenomenologist, must act with tact and becorne sensitive to the lifeworld of the other 

penon. It is their understandings 1 seek to reveal, not my own. 

Research on the implementation of First Steps has been completed in Ausaalia 

and the United States. To my knowledge and in discussion with experts in the literacy 

field, no Canadian studies have been carried out. Existing research studies on Fint Steps 

include: ethnographies, case studies. empirical studies, evaluation research (ACER), and 

a myriad of qualitative designs, such as the participant-observer model. In this study, a 

phenomenological perspective will guide my research within a qualitative Framework. It 

is my desire "to explicate the meanings as we live h e m  in our everyday existence, our 

lifeworld (van Manen , 1990, p. I I ) .  1 believe my study will add to the already èxisting 

research on First Steps. I also hope it will add a new dimension of understanding and 

sensitivity to the lived experiences of teachers attempting to implement new programs in 

their classrooms. 

The Research Process 

1.1 Parficipunt Selecrion und Erlticul Consideratioris 

In rny research study 1 interacted with four participants. These participants were 

elementary school teachen frorn districts within the province of New Brunswick. As a 

part of my criteria for selecting these individuals, they had to be involved in the 

irnplementation of the First Steps reading strand for at least two years. I was able to 

facilitate this through the many teacher contacts 1 made at First Steps meetings 



throughout the fa11 of 1998 and Ianuary 1999. Teachers were made aware of my research 

and I personally spoke with individuals that I thought would be willing to participate in 

my snidy. 

District personnel were not made aware of the teachers who agreed to participate 

in my research. Participant names have been and will be kept c ~ ~ d e n t i a l ,  uniess they 

individually choose to make their names knowvn. Upon contacting teachen, 1 introduced 

myself as a graduate student from the University of New Brunswick. 1 then shared my 

interests, as a fellow colleague, in First Stem and briefly described my research study. 

When each teacher agreed to participate in my research, I assured her of confidentiality 

and requested a time for an interview at their convenience. Choice of setting was left to 

the individual teacher. I wanted them to be relaxed and cornfortable during the intenlew 

process. 1 also asked for permission to audio tape the interviews, so that 1 would not be 

concerned about writing every word spoken and would feel fier to converse with my 

participants. This allowed me to concentrate more intently on what was being said. and 

showed the participant my sincere interest in what they were sharing. 

Since my data wvas generated fiom the conversations I had with each individuai 

teacher, I asked each participant to carefully read the participant conseni f o m  (see 

Appendix A) outlining my research and requesting her signature, in acknowledgement of 

their participation. Anderson (1998) suggests that there are six basic clements which 

must be respected when seeking inhrmed consent: 

- an explanation of the purpose of the research and the procedures that will be 
used; 
- a description of any reasonable foreseeable risks and discornforts to the 



subjects; 
- a description of any benefits that may reasonably be expected; 
- a disclosure of any alternative procedures that might be advantageous to the 
subject; 
- an offer to answer any questions conceming the procedures; and 
- a statement that participation is voluntary and that the subject is free to 
withdraw from the study at any time (p. 19). 

1 made my home phone nurnber and e-mail address available to prospective participants 

so that they would feel Free to contact me with questions or concems. My goal was to 

make the interview process as non-threatening as possible. These preparatory steps 

helped to facilitate such an environment. The consideration of each participant in rny 

research study has been foremost in my mind. It is their experiences that have shaped my 

study and ultimately, through them 1 have gained deeper understandings and insights. 

l - 2  Daru Collection 

I collected data through in-depth, conversational interviews. These served as 

sources of lived experiences. Eisner ( 199 1 ) suggesrs that "conducting a good interview 

is, in some way, like participating in a good conversation: listening intently and asking 

questions that focus on concrete examples and feelings rather than abstract 

speculations ..." (p. 183). This was my ideal as I conversed with individual participants. 

Each interview began with a version of my central research question; from there I 

encouraged participants to share their own persona1 experiences with me. Throughout the 

interview 1 worked to keep our conversation close to the experience as lived, keeping in 

mind the fundamental question that prompted rny research (van Manen, 1990). "As we 

ask what an experience is like, it may be helpful to be very concrete. Ask the penon to 



think of a specific instance, situation, person, or event. Then explore the whole 

experience to the fullest" (p. 67). Patton (1 980) asserts that 

the phenomenological interviewer wants to maintain mêuimum 
flexibility to be able to pursue information in whatever direction 
appean to be appropriate, depending on the information that 
emerges ... from talking to one or more individuals in that setting. 
Most of the questions will flow from the immediate context. Thus, 
the convenational interview is a major tool.. . to understand.. . partici~ant's 
reactions to what is happening (p. 199). 

This type of conversation allowed me, the interviewer, to be more responsive to the 

individual differences in my research participants (Patton, 1980). 

Conducting a convenational interview takes skill and sensitivity. To be effective 

as an intenlewer 1 required practice pnor to beginning my actual research interviews. Dr. 

Kathleen Berry offered to mode1 conversational interview techniques in a practice 

dernonstration. This gave me an opportunity to watch a seasoned interviewer and leam 

from her presentation. I then facilitated an interview on my own while being observed by 

others. This allowed for feedback and suggestions to improve my techniques. Conducting 

the conversational interviews was a challenge for me. 1 had to trust that each teacher 

would have a story to tell, and would feel cornfortable enough to share their own 

thoughts on implementing the First Steps reading strand. It was important for me to set 

asidr my persona1 views on First Steps and the irnplementation process. This sometimes 

proved to be a dificult aspect to control in the midst of the conversational interviews. 

Yet, it is "the participant's perspective on the...phenomenon of interest (that) should 

unfold as the participant views it. not as the researcher views it" (Marshall & Rossman, 



As a first step in analyzing data collected from the convenational interviews, 1 

transcribed each of the audio taped sessions. Af'ter reading and rereading the interview 

transcripts 1 searched for emerging themes in the interviews. In trying to apprehend the 

essential themes 1 asked the question: "ls this phenomenon still the same if we 

imaginatively change or delete this theme from the phenomenon? (van Manen, 1990. 

p. 107). As 1 asked this question 1 sifted through the many themes I had originally 

thought were relevant and narrowed the number to three overall themes which truly 

reflected the experiences of my participants. van Manen (1990) describes thrme in four 

ways: 

1) Theme is the experience of focus, of meaning, of point. 
2) Theme formulation is at best a simplification. 
3) Themes are not objects one encounters at certain points or moments in a text. 
4) Theme is the fom of capturing the phenornenon one ties to understand 

(p. 87). 

The essence or theme of an experience helped me to develop phenomenological 

descriptions. These eidectic (vivid or mernorable) descriptions captured experiences in 

the narrative. Secondly, eidectic variations exarnined the same phenomenon showing 

variations in the experiences of my participants. Finally, eidectic reduction thoughtfully 

reduced experiences to a theme. We may ask how theme relates to the notion (the lived 

experiences of teachen implementing First Steos) that is being studied? van Manen 

( 1990) suggests that: 

1) Theme is the rneans to get at the notion. 
2) Theme gives shape to the shapeless. 
3) Theme describes the content of the notion. 



4) Theme is always a reduction of a notion (p. 88). 

1 took the seleciive readzng approach toward isolating themes within rny participants' 

experiences. In this approach 1 listened to and read my transcnpts "several times and 

asked, What statement(s) or phrase(s) seem particularly essential or revealing about the 

phenornenon or experience being described? These statements [were] then. ..circled, 

underlined, or highlhlighted" (p. 93). The themes helped me to understand the essence of 

each experience shared in the interviews. They helped to accurately wite the stories that 

reflect teachen' lived experiences. 

The thematic stnictures derived inductively from the matenal 
researchers have put together ... can provide the conceptual hubs 
around which the story can be told. The stories told around these 
thematic situations can then be used as matenal for a summary 
account of the story as a whole (Eisnrr, 199 1, p. 190- 19 1 ). 

The themes 1 gleaned from each teacher's lived expience and the stories that 

developed from these experiences will not necessarily illuminate new findings or 

revelations. Within a qualitative study influenced by a phenomenological perspective 

answers are not to be sought, rather evolving understanding and thoughtfulness are our 

mandate. "Phenomenology provides a deep perspective on the reality of othen, but it 

does not do this necessarily by providing new information ...( It) functions not to settle 

human questions, but to convert answen through reflection into new questions" 

(Hopkins, 1994, p. 42). The experiences and themes that emerged from them will stand 

on their o w  for interpretation. My task as a qualitativeiphenomenological researcher and 

writer has been "to construct a possible interpretation of the nature of a certain human 

experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 4 1). This involved rewriting again and again until 1 



have, hopefùlly, written a picture of understanding. 

I engaged in member checks at three levels: first, 1 made available the &inscripts 

fiom each interview, so that participants could ver@ the contents; secondly, 1 shared 

with them the themes 1 had developed fiom our in-depth conversations; and finally each 

participant was given a copy of my description and interpretation of their experiences for 

examination. This gave participants an opportunity to M e r  discuss what they had 

shared with me, and to reflect on the themes that had emerged. 

Both researcher and interviewee weigh the appropriateness of each 
theme by asking: "1s this what the experience is really like?" And thus 
the interview tums indeed into an interpretive conversation wherein 
both partners self-reflectively orient themselves to the interpersonal or 
collective ground that brings the significance of the phenomenological 
question into view (van Manen, 1990, p. 99). 

I believe these steps have been essential to rny overall analysis. They have @en furthrr 

authenticity to the themes and narrative stories 1 have written. 

1. J Limitatians 

There are a nurnber of limitations to this study. The most dificult limitation was 

to bracket my own understandings and conceptions throughout the research process. It 

was important for me not to impose my perspectives on participants' experiences. 

Secondly, 1 had to be prepared during mernber checks to accept the possibility that 

pahcipants could decide to delete matenal that would change the essence of their in- 

depth convenational interviews. This left the possibility that my themes and 



understandings of their experiences would have to change. 1 tried to keep these 

limitations in mind as 1 collected and analyzed my data. 

Fortunately, my participants worked closely with me as  I developed rny themes 

and each carehlly read their transcribed i n t e ~ e w  offenng comments and personal 

perspectives. Also. they set aside time to read through my description and analysis of 

their experience. This gave them the oppomuiity to share any further insights with me 

and to make changes if necessary. Each participant was extremely helpfùl in this process. 

No major changes were made to my descriptions of their experiences. One participant 

did help me to clarify a few technical points. conceming district and provincial 

operations, that were unclear for the reader and required a more detailed explmation. I 

am truly grateful for the tirne each participant spent reading and reflecting on their 

interview and my description of their exprrience with First Steps. 

1.5 Finai Thoughts 

My understanding of phenomenology within a qualitative framework has evolved 

as 1 have immersed myself in relevant literature. The path I have chosen to take has held 

many interening "tums" and "bumps" along the way. This has been a step away fiom 

security for me. Yet, it seems to me that this is a notion of phenomrnological research. 

My destiny does not have to be known; it ernerges over time as I seek to understand the 

experiences of other human being in this world. My task has been and is to walk along 

this path with thoughtful tact. I must be willing to see others as they see themselves 



(McDougall, 1998). "A tactful person has the sensitive ability to interpret inner thoughts, 

understandings, feelings. and desires from indirect dues such as gestures, demeanor, 

expression, and body language ... Tactful action is thoughtful, mindful. 

heedful ... thoughtfulness and tact go hand in hand." (van Manen, 199 1, p. 122). 1 have 

joumeyed down the research path well aware of my need to be sensitive to those 1 

interact with on my way. Each unique situation has required patient thoughtfulness and 

tactfid action. To this I hope 1 have been mie. 



Chapter Four 

Portmits of Lived Experience 

In traduction 

I gaze at the frosted window before me and embedded in its snow-etched designs 

I picture a swirling wind storm blowing across rugged country fields. My fiend envisions 

clegant skaten twirling across the ice as she gazes upon the same frosted window. We 

each appear to interpret the world before us through the eyes of our own understandings 

and experiences. I have returncd to this thought again and again amidsr interviewing the 

teachers in my study. Each teacher's expenmce implementing instructional and 

assessrnent practices in the First Steos reading strand has been uniquely significant to her 

as an individual. It would seem that their experiences have become a home for their 

understandings. This chapter will explore these understandings as voiced by each 

reacher. It is their thoughts, their perspectives, and their reflections that will bring life to 

the porrrarts ofe-rperience 1 wil1 endeavor to unveil. 

The four teachers whom I interviewed ofien forced me to look beyond my own 

personal and professional undentandings. At tirnes 1 found myself thinking, "Eés.' Thut's 

it. 1 know whar o u  meun! "... I gave the phenomenolo@cal nod ... at other times I found 

myself seeking to discern a perspective foreign to the structure of understandings 1 had 

built in support of Fim Stem. The i n t e ~ e w s  have changed me. The opportunity of 

gaining entrance into the fiame of reference held by anotherperson has opened my 

world. Maybe this is the gift phenornenology offen to me ... the expansion of the space 

I've closed myself into. Max van Manen's suggestion that "phenomenological research is 
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often itself a f om of deep learning, leadmg to a transformation of consciousness, 

heightened perceptiveness, and increased thoughtfulness and tact.. ." ( 1990, p. 163) no 

longer reads as a simple quote for me to glance over. 1 have tested its truth and believe in 

its reality. My colleagues have stretched me and their words confront and affirm the 

understandings 1 hold onto. 

Each interview began with my central research question and quickly diverged into 

unique scripts reflecting the individuality of each person who conversed with me. 

Rebecca was introduced to First Steps as a member of a regional English Language Arts 

Cumculurn Cornmittee. She worked with another colleague researchmg literacy 

practices and programs. A lot of the readings they reviewed came out of Australia and 

New Zealand. It was frorn her research readings and review of cumcular possibilities 

that Rebecca first heard about First Steps. At the time she came across First S t e ~ s  they 

were investigating Reading Recoverv to see if it would be plausible to implernent in the 

province. In passing one day a colleague wondrred, 

.Lf'be our province con 't uflord to do Reading Recovey but 
maybe the provrncr can affoord tu do the progrum First S t e ~ s .  

This was Rebecca's introduction to First Stem. 

Rebecca was involved with the developrnent of the Atlantic Canada Enelish 

Lanmiage Ans Curriculum document for three years. The Atlantic Canada Endish 

Lanwee  A r t s  Curriculum is a regional curriculum document that focuses on Language 

Arts as a cmicular pnority. As one of the New Brunswick teachers seMng on the 

Atlantic Canada Enelish Lanmiage Arts C ~ c u l u m  development committee, Rebecca 



became familiar with the First Stem program a year pnor to it ever being brought into the 

schools. 

The jirst thing we were given was just o copy oj- the whde 
deveioprnental continuum to see rf the terminuiogv wouldfir with 
our Atlantic Curriculum. There 's a lut of overiup and u fittle bit of 
a discrepuncy between the pogroms. We were concerned about 
mixing rverybody up rf First S t e ~ s  used drfferent terms thun the 
A riontir rtrrricdwn. 

Initially the cornmittee members did not focus on the content of First Steps or the 

question of it being introduced as a new program in schools. Their first concem was 

technical compatibility, such as tenninology, between the two documents. 

When I, crs o tericher, looked ut first Stem more close& I thozght 
that it made sense. I f '  wr were going to implement the dthntic 
Provinces Education Foundut iun cl'ocumenr und we couid huve 
borh progrums ... let's go for it. Righi mvq the Department ciecided 
thut this mght euse some people T mintis und some distrrcts 
decided tu do il. 

Rebecca had the unique oppominity of stmggling with colleagues fiom within and 

outside the province to deteminr the philosophical and technical compatibility of the 

First Steps program with the Language Arts Curriculum (Atlantic Canada Enelish 

Lan-gage Arts Curriculum document) developed for New Brunswick teachen. 

Rose, a primary teacher, attended mandatory inservice sessions on First Steps two 

years ago and liked the prograrn from the begiming. 

I rrmember ~hinking this is what we realfy needed ..more to inform 
our teaching. The reaching emphasis is what caught mv attention 
und what I reafly Ziked about it. 

Although Rose found the i n s e ~ c e  a bit dq, she was excited about the contents of the 

program and could see herself implementing First S t e ~ s  in her own classroom. In a sense 



she encountered a personal ah ha! The program clicked with her needs. Rose felt she had 

finally f o n d  a program to help focus her reading instruction and assessment. 

I feit iike I was jZoundering. ..l didn 'r jeel jocused enough. Perhaps 
I didn't huve enough confidence in rnyself that this is whar 1 am 
doing und I was on top of everything. First Steps r e a h  helped ro 
put everything into focus for me ... 1 thhk it raised q v  standards a 
/iule bit as well. Ir gave me more of ofocus on how to ussess, how 
to push. and how ro challenge the srudents ci li~tle hir more. 

For Rose First S t e ~ s  provided a map for learning and teaching reading skills; it became a 

Kathleen has bçen a teacher in the prirnary division for nvelve years. Her 

introduction to First Stem was through a senes of aftemoon workshops given over a 

period of four weeks in her o\vn elementaiy school. Kathleen remembers initially 

thinking. 

These cire tl~rngs we ulreudy do. I ilzink rhut rhe reachers in eudy 
chiidhood and the hwer grudes would like thrs. 

Being an early childhood speciaiist herself she was already familiar with many of the 

strategies used in First Steos. In fact. she wvs already using many of these strategies in 

her own classroom. 

With a smile Kathleen recalled her first look at the teacher guides for First Steos, 

I can remember when they pussed out these boob und one of them 
was reuiiy thick und I rhought, " We have to read this? " 

However, as she began to flip through the guides and take the time to read selected 

portions in each one it made sense to her conceptualized understandings of reading 

instruction and assessment. The presenter at the workshop funher encouraged the 



teachers through activities, taken from the guides, by showing them how to incorporate 

specific reading strategies into their classroom Language Arts prograrns. Kathlern 

remembers having a lot of fun with the activities and was stnick by how positive the 

presenter was about First Steps. 

Shr was very excited ubour ir. but ut the sume time she wus telling 
us thnt we didn 't hme n c h  ice. . . ,Che wid we s h o ~ l d n  't get s t w s  î ~ r i  
about it. Take the lime ro read rhe books. She rhen showed us the 
plotring in the Developmentul Confinuum guide. but no one said, 
" You hme ro do this. " Ir w m  more get to know the program firsr. 

As a result Kathleen didn't feel pressure to implrment the program immediately. 

The guides probubly went on my desk for a whrle. I didn 't open 
rhrm becairse rhere wlere so ntany rhings I had rlonr brforr. The 
presenier didn 't sq yuu h m  ru Auve your students plotred b-y u 
certuin date. So I didn'r reuiivjèel 1 hud tu dive into ir more ro .wiil 
do my job. 

Kathleen already had a successful Language Arts program in place that used many of the 

strategies presented in First S te~s .  For her change was not a nccessity. 

Joan recalled her initial introductions to First Steps with mixed emotions. Her 

jirsi introduc~ion was through a univenity course offered on Saturday rnomings. She 

descnbed that experience as, 

Great! I t  was in conrarf. The reachers who attended the course 
wunted io be therr. CVe wanted [O Zearn abouf First 9- 

Her second inrroducfion to First Steps was at a workshop given in her own elementary 

school. She found henelf hstrated by this experience and surpriscd that First Steps ran 

at al1 after the presentation. 

I was rea&frilFtrared because I was thinking thal the (euchers on 
stqf were probabiy very jkstrated not h i n g  the information I 



already had. I kept thinking thar the teachers I 'm going to have to 
lead in First Stem aren 't getting a good shot aï training for First 
Steps and rhis is probobly nor going io be a fuir srart ... l felt a lot of 
responsibilzp perhaps on rny shoulders. 

Joan ended up participating in the two workshops for First Steps beginning in the same 

month. She started the univenity course tïrst and the school workshop followed soon 

experiences. She compared the university course with what she was receiving at the 

school level. As a vibrant and enthusiastic teacher she found the incongniency of her 

initial First Stem learning experiences disturbing. 

The purpose in briefly introducing you to cach teacher in my study 1s to help you 

begin envisioning the first bmsh strokes of their individual stories on my canvas of paper. 

As you can see. thrir initial introductions and responses to the implementation of First 

Steps reflect their individual differences. W.H. Auden once said, "As persons, we are 

incomparable, unclassifiable, uncountable, irreplaceable" (As cited in van Manen, 1990, 

p. 6). Possibly these personal stones may resonate wîth you, the reader, but each portrait 

is incomparable and unique in its overall composition. As 1 have read and reread the 

stones each teacher has shared with me, emerging themes and sub-themes have 

transpired fiom the documented convenational interviews. Although these themes can be 

found in each interview their interpretations often vary according to the individual 

teacher. The themes and sub-themes are as follows: 

Prior it ies Connectedness 

Personal 1 Professional Joumeys Support 
Time - Frustration 1 Empowennent 

Accountab ility 

Assessrnent 



Using the above themes I will begin the challenging task of painting a portrait of each 

teacher's lived experience irnplementing instructional and assessrnent practices in the 

First Steps reading strand. Their experiences will create their stones. As their stories 

develop 1 will explore the meanings and interpretations of their experiences. "A good 

phenornenological [interpretation or] description is collected by lived experience and 

recollects lived experience - is validated by lived experience and it validates lived 

experience" (van Manen, 1990, p. 27). It is to this that 1 will try to remain tmr. 

Throughout Chapter Four 1 will share my thoughts on and insights into the experiences 

that help to fom each individuai portrait. 1 will alço raise questions for us to reflect on 

and explore further in Chapter Five. 

Prioritizing ... Personal and Professiooal Journeys 

1. I Rebecca: Compelled to Discover New Horizons 

To be &ve is to dwell in tension. ~t is ta be wave and open to the anxiety ... 

t h a t  exists in venturing forth into new fiontien ofexistence and to use tha t  tension as 

4 compelliny f o ~ e  for creative interaction with the worid" (Robert Brown as cited by 

Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery & Taubman, 1995, p. 426). Rebecca's enthusiasm for new 

programs and new challenges weaves its way throughout her career. 

I work better with new matericils and new challenges. That S why 
I've ulwuys been willing to pilot new programs und to t q ~  new 
things out. Other teachers can work for ten years and be very 
happy fine tunïng some things und working on the same program I 
con 't do that.. . l thirik it 's personality. 

Rebecca has taught the spectnun in elementary schools from kindergarten to grade six. 



I'm u person who even, five years iikes to change and every five 
years I have changed and I have rvorked better that way. 

Rebecca's expertise and vast expenence in the Language Arts arena h a  enabled her to 

knowledgeably contribute to c ~ c u l u r n  development teams at the district and provincial 

level. She recognizes the area of Language Arts as a stren,@ for her professionally and 

readily admit- rhat other areac crich as science and Cornputer Techno!cy zre 'ct her 

forte. 

We're not d l  us strong in r v e y  areu ... O l e r  teochers cun do 
thrngs in Science und Cornputer Technology rhat I m q  nevrr be 
ubie to do und thqv know whot reusonable utilcornes tu rrpecr 
from their studerzts ... h!v strength 1s in Lunprage Arts, so I 'm not us 
punrcked when changes occur in this ureu ofthe curricuiurn. 

Rebecca's personal/professional readings and research continually challenge her 

perspective on and undentandings of reading instruction and assessment. Her 

involvement with the Atlantic Canada En~lish Lanwge Arts Curriculum document has 

further added to her existing Language Arts expertise and enabled her to join with other 

colleagues investigating the feasibility of implementing Fint Steos in the province of 

New Brunswick. 

Rebecca's expertise ha led her to positions of responsibility and ultimately 

participation, to a certain extent, in curriculum decision making. Originally, the 

implementation of First Steps posed the question of technical feasibility. Then the 

question of philosophical compatibility had to be answered. These initial drcision 

making stages forced Rebecca to carefûlly examine the Fint Steps program in light of the 

Atlantic Canada Englislish Languaee Arts Cmiculum document and her own personai and 



professional knowledge of literacy development. As Rebecca spent more time reading 

the First Steos guide books she was shocked to think that if she plotted many of her upper 

elementary students they would be reading at an Eariy Reading phase. The First Steps 

developmental continuum consists of six phases: role play reading (phuse 1), 

experimental reading (phase 2), early reading (phase 3), transitional reading (phuse 4, 

independent reading @hase j), and advanced reading (phuse 6). The titles for each phase 

concemed Rebecca. The Eur!v Reuding phase itself, as a title, suggests a stage of reading 

development that children in the early primary grades might be working at. 

il.& first thought wus thut this would score off reuchers ... I 've clone 
u fuir amount of work in Lunguuge Arts und research und r f ' !  'm 
that perrified when I see ltow i f  look.. like our chiidren are 
doing ... how are ive going ro get the point ucross to orher teuchers 
thur it 's okuy? Reading is u deveiopmrntul process and rf'thur 's 
where your chiidren ore thut S where the! are. h t r u c t  [hem from 
thut levd using the teaching emphasis us u pide. 

Rebecca found herself refiecting on the needs of teachen and the question of morale. 

I wus a litrie concerned rhat New Brunswick, the :Llarrtirne 
Provinces. Cunada, whereverAte group cf us who clecided tu do 
Firsr Stem wouid /ook pretty low on the totem pole compured ro 
unother continent. such us Autrulia ...w w o n y  was fhaf teucj~ers 
were going to br broken fiom the start ....A nd you do fiel 
like ... "Gre we 've been working on literucv the fast few yeurs und 
it i ooh  Iike we're further down" ... Once 1 got into First Steps I 
didn 't fèei the same wql .  

The problem Rebecca encountered was a question of discrepancy in terminology. The 

more she used the First Steps program the more she became cornfortable with the 

descriptions for each phase of reading development and began to consider the phase titles 

as irrelevant to the overall growth of a child in the end Philosophically First S t e ~ s  and 



the Atlantic Canada English Lanmiaqe Arts Curriculum document were found to be very 

similar and this was the most important factor in connecting the two documents. 

When First Slep al1 of'a sudden uppeared we were concerned 
about ail the work we had alreacfy tione and how fur behind we 
might be. Although we hod some jine tuning ro complete on the 
Foundations document we were v e y  happy to fid that we could 
actuaIiy m k e  connections with the First Stem progrum and other 
i h i  irrrriirruiugv w r  hu J iiir ~ r i r ~ r  oufcur~iw ... iircii{v iiirrr ; 
nothing new in this program, nothing. Thut's its snving grucr I 
rhink.. we 've k e n  doing most of the things fbund in First Stem for 
years. In fact. there was ma-vbe u little pessinzism fiom some 
people became of'this ... "W7y do we nrrd ~lzis program ro tell us 
whut we 've been doingo" The ahuntage is that it is di  in one 
spot. Insteud of 'having to flip through five or sir Jrferent resource 
texts the Firsr Seps guides combine it uI1. It 's so compact. 

Once Rebecca's district adopted First Steos she participated in beginning 

workshops oRered at the school level and agreeed to take on the responsibility of 

becorning a focus teacher for her elementary school. Implementing First Steps in her owm 

classroom was not an arduous task. Rebecca was familiar wvith the teac hing strategies and 

assessrnent tools. She was already using hem in a variety of ways in her classroom 

reading program. Using First Steps did not mean Rebecca would have to make major 

program changes. 

( f ' p  u Ive done reading conferences, sitting down to plot chiidren 
on a continuum is not new...ln fact, New Bmmick  teachers are 
familiar with the idea o fa  developmental continuum showïng how 
children rnove lhrozrgh steps in their growth. Ifyou had used the 
r\irw Bnmswick continuum at al! it S the same thing, just dzfferenr 
terminolog- .. Impiemenring First Steos wrtsn 't realiy a change for 
me. iVow, I was surprised that some chiidren whom 1 thought 
woukd have been a little higher on the continuum were lower. but 
as you start going through it yo u realize that 's where they fir. Afler 
you 've plotted children for a year you are not as surprised by an 
individual st udent S perjûmance. 



I believe First Sreps has made us become more awore of what we 
are giving tu the children. We are giving them the reading 
strategies and tips they need for reading. It S not a big secret 
an-vmore and I do believe that has been the biggest change for a 
lot of tenchers ... The vocabulury is now being made occessible tu 
the children. It S not just the teacher vocabulay thai you use with 
u parent or on the report curd. but the children are port and 
parce1 of it ... l don7 rhink we 've done thot as much and I know that 
I didn't do that as much untii First Steps. I knew whut I was 
searchg for and what outcornes and strategies I wanted, but I 
certainly was not using the vocabulory as much wdh the children 
unt il First Stem. Thor has been ufnirlv major chunge for nie. 

Rebecca believes it is important to help children knowledgeably use strategics that will 

encourage them along the path of reading. Students also need to becomc aware of the 

reading strategies they are already using and leam to reflect and cntically think about the 

texts they are reading. It is to the child's benefit if they are able to use and hear the 

proper vocabulary when discussing reading strategies in the classroorn. First Steps has 

helped Rebecca to further engage her students in using appropriate vocabulary in relation 

to the reading strateçies they are utilizing. Possibly this also helps to empower her 

students as they become more knowledgeable about the world of worcis that surround 

them in their school. 

I'm cornfortuble with First B e ~ s  ... Cornfortuble, for me, is being 
challenged tu a certain atent. When I'm comfortable that meons I 
don 't know it al1 but I c m  see the benefts for the students ... Thot 
motrvates me. First Stms offers benejjtsfor the chilJren's learning 
and benefls for me as well. M y  ossessments will be easier and I 
won 't have to be doing ten a r a  things ut the end of a three month 
period for rny reporfing. So, rhere S u iighr ut the end of the tunnel 
and I think there 's enough fleribifity in it too. First Stem wasn 'I 
an add on for me. 



Upon reflection 1 appreciate Rebecca's strong knowledge of self. She recognizes 

her strengths/weaknesses and works to fil1 her needs through new challenges and 

tensions in her life. In a sense she builds on her prior experience and uses it as a 

spnngboard into new educational adventures. 1 see Rebecca as a life long leamer and 

wonder if this is not her art in life. She herself has suggested that personality has a lot to 

do with the changes we make as individuals and as teachers in the education system. This 

begs me tu question the effectivemss of mandating new curriculurns without considering 

the individual teachers who will be implementing them and the personal and professional 

needs they may have. 

1.2 Rose: A Time tu Explore and Grow 

" ~ e a c h e ~ ,  who must be pupi!s as well ,... ernbqrk upon the journey o f  educqtion 

with d n  open, not closed, end' (Berman, Hultgren, Lee, Rivkin & Roderick, 1991, 

p-viii). It would seem that Rose has ernbarkrd on this journey to continually g o w  as a 

teacher. Rose sets aside personal time to read and reflect on professional materials and 

willingly considers new programs in light of her needs and desire to further refine her 

skills. 

I keep the Lurtguage Arts Cui-riculurn guide at home ... ihar 's where 
you do most of*yoirr reading and reflecting. Yo u do the bread and 
butter things here at schooi, but sometimes p u  need rhese 
rejlectzve moments ut home. I 'ci almosi iike io have bvo copies, one 
for here and one for home. 

Through the process of evaluating her own professional needs, Rose recopized the value 

of Fint Steps for her as a teacher. 
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A@ initial reaction wos very positive wirh First Srros ... It fir my 
teaching syIe ... It gave me as a teacher a berter sense of "Oh, i see 
how Ka fie is doing this. This is how I con help her. These ure some 
specrfic activities to help her. Or, he 's over here su this is what I 
con do to help him. " I didn '1 Iook ut Firsf Steos so much as a 
change. I fooked ut it more as another resource to go to and 
certain& u vew helpful one ... First Stem has helped me to improve 
the way I assess und it has enhanced my teaching. Perhaps the 
biggest change was the vocubulary I starred ro use in our 
Lunupage cl rts cIaawes. 1 nn w ex,m.aJ ç t  ridr nt,r to vnrrrh ?i/nrv ! 
would have on- used with their purents. :Vow thqv have un 
understanding of'specrfic terms u s d  to describe particdur aspects 
ofreading in the classroorn. 

Although the implementation of First Steps has not meant drastic changes in teaching 

style for Rose, it has helped her to find the focus she sought for hrr grade one reading 

First Steps filled a persona1 need for Rose in hrr teaching. As Rose reflected on 

her choicr to embrace First Steps she was also thoughtful of the responses fiom some of 

her peers. 

ibfuybe if S un ind~vidtial choice ... You have to decide (rjoir think 
-vou need it. I nreun some people ure very confiient in whut thqv 're 
teuching und how they're teuching if. Th- c m  ussess children 
oncl move [hem along. itiqvbe the-v drdn 't need it us much as I think 
I dd . i lnd  then on the other hand I tio think the implementation of 
First Steps helps us to have a cornmon language. Somerhing very 
specrfic to show parents und fellow teachers (00. We don? ail use 
the same ierminology men rhough we may mean the same thing. I 
fhink the consistency would help a lot. I think i f  is what our 
funpage program needed in this district. 

Rose believes we cannot assume that every teacher has the same needs and because of 

this teachers should be given a choice. Does this mean that as teachers our Ievel of need 

for a new program may differ? If so, how do we make room for these differences? 



Over the course of Rose's career she has seen many language programs corne and 

go. Throughout the changes in materials Rose has used in her classroom she has decided 

that balance should be the key to the choices we make as teachers. 

As primary teachers ... l think we do reflect and m e  more willing to 
do thzngs to irnprove our teuching. I don ' f  think we have ro go on 
on-v big bandwagon ... thut's alrnost whut happened wifh the 
literature hused pu&. I was jurt on the cÿro 4 thut. I tuught u 
couple of years with the Busol Reading Progrum und I could see 
that it wusn 't the answer. I knew there were better woys fiom my 
urticie seorches and readings ... l thirik there needs ro be u bit o f  
balance. Îhat S my tungent - balance. I aiso think wr nerd to s q ,  
"No. we Te no/ going to run a w q  with evey  faddish thing. but we 
are willing ro refiect on our teaching and to evahutire the Firsr 
S t ep  progrum. What cun you do for us us teuchers und as a 
prufession ?' " 

Rose believes that prograrns we use in Our classrooms should benefit both the students 

and the teacher. Thry should enhance our teaching and the lraming of those we work 

with on a daily basis. 

1.3 fithleen: A Decisiun to P riodtize 

"Guo4 texhinj is not the materials and the resources ..."( Booth. 1994, p. 360). 

What makes a Language Arts program go08 Is it the resources themselves or the 

teacher? These are questions I've been forced to ask after sitting in conversation with 

Kathleen. As an experienced teacher she has been faced with many choices in her career. 

She finds henelf constantly prioritizing the programs she uses to foster success in her 

students. 

I've corne ro a point in ny coreer where there are so rnany 
packages sent to me saying, "Srnile Nav Bnmswick Dqv is this 



week und me the Learn Not to Burn kit for Fire Prevention next 
week. " Ive have a binder for everything und we ore supposed to 
tn, to do it d l .  I reailv have to set my priorities for my class and 
some of. these programs aren 't a priori&..I not to get stresseu 
out ubout things like this because I've taught long enough to be 
able ro s q  "This is what is really good in this program and this is 
what I 'm guing ro use.. . " First Stem, for exampie, is a t o d  Ir 's 
something I do huve to be able tu use along with ail the other 
resources I have in n y  clussroom. I don? think it is a quick fir to 
teaching kids to reod. I 've learned over the vears that vou take the 
bits rhat make seme to p u  and integrare [hem into whut p u  do in 
pur  clossroom. I don 'r think you w ill/in d one perjfkct progrum. 

Personal priorities and beliefs affect the decisions Kathleen makes. She has leamed how 

to deal with the rnany cumculum responsibilities that fa11 on her plate so that she doesn't 

feel overloaded al1 the time. i wonder if the curriculum leaders in school districts take 

the time to acknowledge the vast responsibilities of teachers and what they are already 

doing in their classrooms. 

Change doesn't scare Kathleen if it is needed. Her studcnts corne first and 

influence the many colours she chooses to mix and paint with on her cumculum canvas. 

U i h m  I rejkct on m-v lost rwefve years of teuching I've dune a fair 
amount of'changing. The ideu of chunge dorsn 't bother me r j  ir S 
something thut I believe is efecfive und will help my chiidren I 
huvr to work through new programs to rnnke [hem fit for me and 
for the chikiren I teuch..Some people think you should teach the 
same thing everyyeor you remain in the same grade. but when you 
huve drferent children you reallv huve to look at their needs and 
the Ïr interests. Every year you have to analjce how the programs 
you use fit w ith the overuil curriculum. 

One of? big concems with the First Stem progrnm is the use of 
a lot of whole group uctzvities ...A@ classroom is nor set up like 
that. I have o lot of diflerent centers. When I did some of the First 
S e s  activities I really had to struggie with doing whole group 
rhings because I cion 'r like doing things that wq. This is one of my 
concernî with First Steps ... l don7 want to change how I run my 



clussroom for one pro gram... In order ro corne to a point where I 
feel cornfortuble with a new program I think my heurt has to be 
to/ully sold on the program. Every teacher is drfferent, how the-v 
present things is dzffeeent, and rheir enthusiasrn for certain 
actrvities is drfferent. No matter how much support is offered ro me 
if my heart isn 'i in working with whole group uct ivities then it will 
orne out in my teaching and it will affect my students. 

Kathleen's concem over whole group activities c m  be quickly rectified. The idea that 

First S t e ~ s  is based mainly on whole group activities is a misconception. It encompasses 

a variety of teaching styles and truiy focuses on the individual needs of children in the 

developmental continuum. This forces me to question what Kathleen has been s h o w  and 

how First Stem has been presented to her as a teacher. If the activities given to Kathleen 

have ail centered around whole group exercisrs then it is reasonable to assume that she 

would interpret this to be the intent of First Steps. How a new program is presented may 

determine its ultimate success at the classroom levei. 

Kathleen realizes F i ~ t  Steps must become a part of her Language Ans program. 

She knows that she is expected to plot children on the continuum and plans to further 

integrate First S t e ~ s  into her classroom planning. This year she had to set priorities and 

univenity studies demanded much of her time. 

Thrs year I had responsrbilities ro the unrversity and my research 
as a gruduate student. I di&? hme the rime to work rhrough the 
bumps ln First Steps, but m q b e  nerf year I will. ..h gohg to 
have m. Ir hus always been in the bock of my mind that I 'll deal 
with First Steps luter. I know we are being sold First S w s  and I 
think we are definitely going to be wing the continuum. but I d o i t  
think I have to do al2 the acrivities to get to the continuum iZly 
erperience tells me that there are numerous ways to collect 
children 's work and I can use ma- of the strutegies I alrem& 
have in place to plot children on the continuum. As u professiond 
1 believe I can feel confident in the choices I make. I may not hme 



ail the a m e r s  but my past successes help me to make important 
curriculum decisions. 

Kathleen acknowledges our differences as teachers and believes change is a personal 

process. She sees her uperience as a mother, a teacher and a researcher forming the back 

&op on her teaching canvas. The colours Kathleen chooses to light up the foreground 

with are carefully chosen in response to her students and to her own professional 

development needs. Is it nccessary for Kathleen to be mandated to implement a new 

program, such as First Steps, when she is confident in and successful with the Language 

Arts program already in place in her primary classroom'? 1s First Steps really meeting a 

need for Kathleen? 

1.4 Joan: Making a Dif/erence for Teachen 

"Change has to be rneaninjful before people u n  feel cornmitted to bringin J it 

J bout"  (Newman, 1990, p. 13 1 j. What makes change meaningfid? Joan believes that 

teachers experience their own level of change in respect to their personal needs. 

I th~nk ieachers ' responses to change depends on where the-v are 
ln their learning curve and in their career. It has a lot to do with 
personai i .  Change ult imat eiy cornes fiom w ithin. It S un intrinîic 
thing whe ther vou are receptive to change or any new innovation. 
It comes from within or it doesn %..I think change can be iike 
rrversible ciothing. bfarty teachers b ehg  introduced to First Stem 
ure not recognizing that they are alreudy dotng many of the same 
kinak of l ings  prornoted in First Steps. I f s  just presented in a 
drflerent format and they press a panic button because they c m  't 
see the connectio m... We need leaders and presenters to help 
teachers make the connections when new program are 
introduced. 



Joan feels it is important for leaders presenting new programs to consider the needs of 

their audience and to then format their presentations to help teachen successfully 

engage in the implementation process. Her initial introductions to First Steps contrasted 

two very different presentation styles and two different reasons why teachers attended 

the workshops. 

In m-v first experience with First Steas it wus our choice to tuke 
the uni ver si^ course. People wanted to be there ... In our sessions 
we asked a lot of quesrions thai I jdt were rneaningfiul und we 
were al1 interesteci in whar each other hod to share. There was a 
lot of' discussion oro und the table. I think rhis huppeneci becuure 
of the w q  First S t e ~ s  was presented. ..lnitiaf!v. First S e m  was 
put into  conte.^ wirh whai I had to do in the classroom . It w u  
rrfared tu the curriczrlum guides we haci to me in our schools. 
There wus a lof of &bore ubouf how First Steps fils in with the 
curriculum documents und we engaged in heulthv prof2ssionul 
tufk & thrs I mean thut we Jiulopîed with ruch other and vorced 
our rhouphrs. I think peoplr leurneci a lot h m  thut e-rperience. 
We made connections. I wus v e y  comjbrruhle with the structure 
oj'First Stem und the srrategres rt mes by the end of the course. I 
reaiked thut q' I d~dn'r tutderstand something I cozrld usk 
questions the fo flow ing week at Saturday 's class and discuss my 
idem wirh CO f feagues. I di& P have to punic 

In rm, second experience we were rrpected to uttend the 
workrhops jor First Steas. In a sense it w u  mnndated .. Our first 
session was on Calentirte S D q  ufler school. I jusr sot, Iistened to 
the presenter and got the information as opposed to being 
active- invofved wirh Firsr Steas. We were then roll to go awuy 
und use it. I f  wos f~lrrating ... I think this is whar is done to 
teuchers @en. It wes not as positiue as rny jirst experience. We 
weren P reolfy given the whole picture of whaf First S tep wus 
ubout. I was gtven srnail chunks without being given the whole 
picture. I needed to know where we were going with this. Rather 
thon muking the information rneaningfiul I guess i felt that the 
information w m  thrown at me. The purpose of if wasn 't clear 
enou&. I think many of o w  staff members were expecting more 
fiom the presentation. A for of the teuchers were welf into using 
some of the straiegies founa' within First Stem and had w 



understunding of children 's Iiteracy development in r e m  of the 
assessments in First Steps. They needed Jùrther guidance ... 
F~rtunatel~v, I hud rnv first experience w ith First Stem to fiIl in al1 
the missing pieces. I felr fmfration from teachers who hadn 't hud 
rhis so I was frustrateci know ing what rhey had missed. 

The juxtaposition of Joan's beginning experiences with First S t e ~ s  raises important 

educational questions. Her first experience with First Steps was by choice, whereas her 

second experience was mandated by district leaders. Should new programs be mandated 

for al1 teachers'? If so, how should inservice sessions be shaped to best meet an 

individual teacher's need? Joan believes that curriculum leaders should be able to help 

teachen make connections with what they are already doing in their classrooms and 

show sensitivity to the individual needs of teachers. In a sense we would be asking 

curriculum leaders to treat us, as adults, the way we, as teachers, are cxpected to treat 

our students. We would be asking them to respect our differences and to support us in 

our growth as professionals. Possibly the university could play more of a supporting rote 

for us as a profession and we could draw on their expertise of working with adult 

students to encourage change, if necessary, and professional development. 

Joan has felt a weight on her shoulders knowing that her colleagues did not have 

the same oppomuiity to initially experience First Steos as she did. Personally she was 

cornfortable implementing First Steos into her Language A r t s  program. It c o ~ e c t e d  

with her teaching style and she didn't feel she had to make big changes to be successful. 

For me I tiidn 't fed Iike I had ro rnake a change ... First Stem was 
another rhing we had tu learn and it fits with what I'm already 
doing. I think i f 's  good New I have put it on nty shelfand I take it 
out when I need if. I've gone in depth with a couple of students su 
that I have a feel for usitg the continuum It integrutes with what 



I've been doing in the clussroorn 

When Joan reflects on the unique experience of being introduced to First Steps in two 

different ways at the same tirne she sees the importance of educational leaders leaniing 

how to effectively teach teachers. The foundations built at workshops introducing new 

programs will either help or hinder teachers in their efforts to implement what they have 

been piven. 

A Question of Time...iMornents of Feeling 

It would seem that one cannot run from time. --We regulate our lives by time. We 

carry time around on our wrist. We divide the day into moming, alternoon, evening and 

night time. And we reflrct on the past time and anticipate the time to come. We even talk 

about time going by, sometimes fast, and at other times more slowly" (van Manen, 1990, 

p. 77). Time is a part of our lived experience as human beings. The question we face is 

one of how we experience time in our daily lives. What meaning do we give to our lived 

èxperience of time? What role does time play in the implementation of First Ste~s? 

For Rebecca, time threads itself in a rnyriad of ways throughout her experience 

with Fint Ste~s. When First Steps was adopted by Rebecca's school disûict teachers 

were working to implement other programs that had been mandated by the district in the 

same year. 

You only have so many hours in a dq...Huving the Atlantic 
Cunada Englzsh Lanauane Arts Curriculum document and the 
First Stem p r o g m  coming in at the same time was not a mort 
move. Some people ore tying to mesh the two. Many people are 
doing one or the other, it 's rother tough to have both. I think this 



was a disahianrage. Unforttmatefy, it was just the timing und no 
one could do anything about it. The fundng hecame available for 
this (First Steos) and of course the province was funding the other 
curriculum documents too, but tlmt 's a lot to swallow in one year. 

Teacher overload adds ont0 the daily time spent trying to become knowledgeable about 

new programs, time spent irnplementing prograrns, and increased hstration levels. 

And it was jwtrution ... we hud hvo tlocuments in Langwge Arts 
pius the Foundation documents coming out for Sociui Studies und 
Math. Even though we on- had the initial drafrs we were stifl 
making comrnents on thm,  we knew whur wus coming. ..und we 
were thinking, "Uihou! " ,411 the other documents ure in rlte 
process of being devised now ... and then I think, " Teachers rrre 
pressured no w ? " 

Rebecca has discovered that the time in which a program is introduced can be related to 

its level of acceptance and how teachers manage to implcment it in their classrooms. 

As a focus teacher Rebecca has worked along with fellow colleagues to 

implement First Steps in her own classroom and to encourage peers to begm using the 

First Steps teaching strategirs and assessrnent tools. She has observed that when time 

fiames are not put in place for the implementation of a new program it becomes much 

easier for trachers to set it aside without investing the time and energy needed to put the 

program in place. 

People keep sqing to us. " CVe know thai you 're overworked, we 
know ihat you are struggling with plorring the children, and we 
know it S going to take rime ... " I us u person don? want to be 
mandurecl to have this done in a certain period of time. but I ais0 
don'[ wunt to have yeurs to do it. I am concerned rhat rf we are 
given years to impiement First S e s  w2 wilf tuke the lmt two 
months of the third year to do it. ..l think this is happening to a 
certain extent in our districf. I know that you want teachers to feef 



cornfortable und that you don't wünt them to feel overburdened, 
but f y o u  reuiiy believe in the progmm o u  hme [O put some 
restrictions on that tirne @me. I f ini  this very fiustruting. It S too 
wide open ri@ now ... No one wwants to muke a decision saying, 
"This is a feasible number of children rhat we should be trying to 
see where theyfit on the continuum. " 

As an individual teacher Rrbecca has been implementing First Stem in her classroom. If 

ihe war nnt a fnc?is teacher she wn?rld feel !inle presure It ic in hcr role as a focn~ 

teacher that she has felt the tremendous weight of responsibility. Over the years that 

Rebecca has been a focus tacher she has made changes in the way she approaches and 

works with her peers. 

I honrsrS befievr First Stem helps us wrrh our reuching, 
ussrssments. und communications with parents. We have sumr 
work 10 do IO convince others ofthut, but I do not believe we have 
ru be selling it ro every trucher undasfocus tecichers wr huvr sort 
of backed o f  in thut wuy... We are trying tu muke it succrssfül by 
supporting reuchers as much us we cm* by bringing in resource 
book und virieo.~. und by nor hoving cis many meetings where the 
agencia is mantiated. ..I think we were moving too quick!v by 
starring off in the full oj- the year with the First Stem ugendu. 
We 've leurned thut the f d f  is not the rime to sturt. Thur S one thing 
ubow a new program ...y ou leurn ihrough experience. Ahw we see 
thor by Junuury people are saying, "Oh. I now see that mv child 
c m  do t h .  She 1s struggling here. " The teachers reo@ know 
their students ly J'uury. lYhen we were encouruging teachers to 
plot chiiiren on the continuum in October d l  we were doing wus 
panicking them and ourseives included. 

The tirne of year teachers are asked to mess students may affect the quality of the 

evaluations and the confidence with which teachers make their judgements. It would 

seem that rime is necessary to corne to know and understand the students with which we 

daily work. 

As a focus teacher, Rose fin& she dedicates more time to reading and thinking 



about First Steps on a consistent basis. 

When the principal usked me to hecorne u focuî teacher I said, 
"Sure" because I knew it wouidforce me to delve into First Steps 
u bit more. I had to set uside a iittie bir more tirne to look ut First 
S t e ~ s  and to becorne knowledgeable about the program. It becarne 
a prioriîy for me and I could see how it would help me. 

Taking on the role of a focus teacher was a personal choice for Rose. She believes there 

is a time when you have to push younelf in order to grow. 

I thrnk I've becorne a iittle more conscious of the fact thut there 
are rimes when you huve to pmh yourselju iittle bit so thut p u  
movr oflthe pluteau oflearning that is so rusy to settle on. Thrre 
are rimes to push children a littie bit too. We need to monvate and 
challenge thent ... I reuiiy hope First Steps lusts because it reuiiy 
helps us us teuchers chuilenge children rn specrfic skill areus ... l 
hope Nrst S t e ~ s  proves thut it isn 't just another fad. Màybe in the 
beginning the-v went overboard on First Sr-. Mqbe the 
workslmps scuredpropie. I know thut I need deudlines. but I don? 
like pressure su much. 

The implementation of First Stem has been a positive exprnence for Rose, but it 

has also been time consuming. Assessing using the continuum takes time. In the end it 

has empowered Rose and encouraged hcr in her communications with parents. Her time 

has been well spent. 

Using the continuum has been more tirne consuming than other 
assessrnent tools I have used. There are more points to consider 
und o u  huve to go through and check euch of the indicators ... lt 
 certain!^ is time consuming, but then assessing is. I don't do 
assessrnents iighti-v. You realiy have to sir down. think about the 
child, look at your notes, and sometimes do another conference 
with or observation of the child because you aren'f sure if the 
chdd is reailv exhibiting the indicator you are hoking for. This 
isn 't on exercise in frurtration for me, it 's just time comuming. II 
has helped me o lot with parents. I'm much more confident sharing 
how a child has progressed with parents. The time hm been worth 
it. 



Maybe time is one colour îhat formulates our thoughts and helps us to paint an accurate 

picture of the progress and capabilities of our children. 

Kathleen remembers feeling little time pressure to impiement First Steps when it 

was initially introduced at her school. 

CYe knew thnr we were in the firsr group of'schoois given the 
reading workrhy&r First Rem. .. The presenter n i d  we ~horrlrin 't 

get srressed ubout it. We were told to rake our rime, to reud the 
guide books and to t y  out activiries in our classroom. I didn 't feel 
uny pressure ut first. Luter on we were encouruged &y our focus 
tecichers to begin plotting our studenrs . .Me  werr given supp!~ 
teacher J-s so rhut the /ocus teacher und rryself could work 
together ploning mv students. IVe each had one duy, but it wosn 't 
enoz& Thar was one uj'our big concerm as reuchers, " We don? 
huve tirne to sir with rhese children and read with them in order to 
plot rhem on the continuum. " I think -voir reui!v have to sit wirh 
children over u period of time. make notes on them and then go to 
the continuum to piot them. 

The need for time to assess children has been problematic for Kathleen. She believes it is 

nccessary to assess children over a time period in order to present a true picture of their 

capabilities. One look through the window into their understandings and ski11 

devrlopment is unfair. Of course one look doesn't take as much time, but it is also not as 

reaiistic in her view. 

When Kathleen observes her colleagues in the upper elementary grades she feels 

cmpathy for them as they try to tackle the much larger task of plotting children who have 

already been in school for four or more yean. 

It 's even more ovewheiming for teachers that ore starting to plot 
their students in grades four and f ie .  Tltey huve to start way back 
ut the beginning tu plot students in the proper phase. It m u t  be 
terriblv tirne comuming. ..As a grade one teacher I h o w  thot rny 
students will basically faIl in the firsr two phases ... At Ieast that 



makes my job a little easier when compared to the intermediate 
teachers. 

Kathleen has raised an important issue for us to consider. Should First Steps be 

introduced initially in the upper elementary grades? Would upper elementary teachers 

feel more comfortable with First Stem if they received students already plotted on the 

conceming this very issue 1 think they would generally feel more at ease receiving 

students already plotted on the continuum. 1 believe this would also lessen the anuiety 

these teachers feel in the beginning stages of implementing First Stem in their 

classrooms. 

Time itself can be hard to balance in the juggling act of life. Kathleen finds 

herself spread thin when she tries to accomplish the many tasks stacked on her daily 

plate. 

I don 't feel l i k  I hme given a lot of time to First Stem becurrse of 
other crdded responsibrlities, things I have tuken on. Cniversiy 
courses have bren a prroriy ut this stage in my cureer, for 
a m p l e .  Putthg my whole cluss on the corltinuum hosn 't been u 
prronw I've ploned some chiilren, but not al1 of* them. $0 I srill 
don 't fkel comfortable wirh First Steps ... Once I huve more time ro 
explore and examine the First Steps progronz 1'11 feel more 
comfortub le. Time is the key. 

If only we had enough time to accomplish al1 that is set before us. I wonder if indeed we 

would mily be content or would our lives somehow become overshadowed by these 

things that demand our time? 

Joan has listened to and watched colleagues as they have struggled with the need 



for timt to start First S t e ~ s  and to assess students using the continuum. She sees this 

smiggle, in part, as an outgrowth of the training they have received. For Joan this 

continues to be a source of frustration for her personaily. 

First Stem is not embraced as much os if could be becuuse o f  the 
time teachers perceive if takes to start something nrw... l think rime 
is <ilways the consistent thing for teachers. In the univrrsiiy cozrrsr 
r k r t  inrrn(#?«-~d me r r i  Firrt Strp, l f r l t  thal I nwld gr) rr t  mu own 
speed and implernenr the program as I wus rearj' In the school 
workshops thar introduced ny colleagues ro First Stem I sensed 
that teuchers fèlt rhey hucl ro srart First Stem "tomorrow '1 The 
teachers felt (i lot of' pressure. The mu experiences were rea& 
drflerent. 

Right now 1 c m  think of teachers who are doing u wonde r f l  job 
implemenring Firsl Stem and yet th- ure compiczining the whok 
wuy through it sqving, "I  don 't hme tirne for ir. I just don 't have 
rime jor it ... " The strategirs rn First Stem are not new to thesr 
teuchers but the? ~truggit! wrth trme rnunugement und worry abour 
getting ro the chiltiren und plorring rlrm on the continuum 
throughout the )var. 

Somehow the tirnelines that are placed on us can rither encourage or inhibit us as 

teachers. Is there a time balance to be found by district leaders hoping to successfully 

irnplement a new program? 

Oflen, as teachers, we move From having time to work with new programs to time 

restraints. to pressure, and finally to fiutration. Joan sees the question of time as the 

instigator for trachen voicing their increased mistrations over the continuum used in 

First Ste~s .  

The teachers need time and th. need tirne with individual 
chifdren tu place them an the con~inuurnm They are feeling a sort of 
time pressure. Some reachers may not hme had ~ h e  tirne brfore 
and now they are bezng askeci to conference with every single 
chifd and place them on the continuum .. The teachers on our si@ 



have felt that they need to have substantive evidenre. a piece of 
work, for each indicutor to show mastery by a child vyou have 25 
to 30 children times every indicator. the rask of showing u piece of 
work for each chi fd and for r v e v  indicator zs mammoth. They are 
veryj-tistrated by this. Khere do they find the lime and how do 
th- do that? 

This calls into question the way in which we as teachers collect student work for 

assessrnent and how we a n a l y t  it In thk instance, I wonder if one piece o f  student work 

exhibiting multiple indicators could not be used to plot a child on the continuum? This 

rnay possibly mean more thoughthl preparation on our part as teachers before actually 

assessing students, but the benefits may be worth the time in the end. 

Maybe time is not as easily grasped as we would hope. Somehow it infiltrates our 

existence and measures our successes unknowingly. Our grasp of time seems to haunt 

our abilities to realize the accomplishments we seek or are jürced to seek. 

Finding the Links...A Matter of Conoectedness 

When someone or something farniliar connects me to new understandings I feel 

secure. My confidence stays in tact and the unfamiliar becomes a challenge. To run from 

new tensions would be to miss the challenge. Sometimes we must face them head on and 

grow wvithin their space confident in our pior  experiences and those who walk beside us 

d o m  the same uncertain path. We may even be surprised to find the familiar wrapped up 

in the unfarniliar. 

Rebecca shared with us earlier that her first interaction with First Steps was to 

attempt to connect it with the Atlantic Canada Enelish Langage Arts Cumcuiurn 



document and the New Brunswick curriculum. She questioned the fit of Fint Steps with 

the curriculum she \vas using. She found that it made sense and that there really was 

nothing new in the program to her pre-formuiated literacy understandings. In fact, when 

Rebecca was gven an oppominity to pilot the new Nelson Lanmiaae Arts resource she 

saw its emphasis on reading strategies and vocabulary as a connection to First Steos. 

I checked ro see rf' the Nelson program would meet our mandate 
und it  certain!^ did assist. lt 's one more vehicle to me und it fit 
per$ect!v with First Steps. 

Rebecca saw the need to link the literacy progams she used in her classroom. This has 

helped her in the daily task of organizing and presenting materials to her students. She 

has been able to connect outcornes fiom a variety of programs. 

As a focus teacher Rebecca has also been able to work with teachers in both the 

early and upper elemeotary grades. Through these encounten she has observed the rase 

with which rnost teachen in the rarly grades adopt First Steps and the difficulties many 

teachers in the upper elementary grades face. 

Most prima? teachers ure tuking First Stem und usmg ir more 
than the rntermrdiute teachers. Prima- teuchers huve olwuys 
donr authentic testing where they have made up thezr own 
assessrnents. They have looked ut children in dr%jérenr 
deveioprnentul ureas und given the individual group guided 
reading tests. Primav teachers do d l  the things that proponents 
of' First Steos do. 

I huve been a primas. ieacher for mosr of my career and I have ri 
lot of' eariy childhood background. whereas rnost of the 
intermediate teachers in my school have only taught in the 
intermediate grades thro ughout their careers ... l 've m g h t  fiom 
kindergarten to grude six. So I con more easilv see the 
developrnentai process because I have deuit with children at al1 
drfjerent ievels and at dzfferent tintes. I f  you haven't done this 



vou 're not as uware. Some of our reachers hme only raught grade 
>ve and sir their whole l f i  and d y o u  have only been in those 
older levels I don? think the awareness would be there. Ifvou do 
move around if rs to your advontoge. 

It would seem that teachers in the early eiementary grades are able to connect the reading 

strategies and assessrnent tools found in First Stem more easily with their own teaching 

styles. This connection makes the implementatinn o f  Fint S?enc easier for these teacher~ 

Rebecca believes that continued support from the district may determine the 

ultimate success of First Steps in the schools. Continued support for teachers as a whole 

and hinher support for individual teacher needs may make the difference for the future of 

this program in district schools. 

The f irsr tirne we hud June und Jill (Jisrricr support) come in th- 
did grozip iessunî highlight ing certain indicutors they were 
wutchinp for. That gave rveNone u boost. I con 't su-v ir went u 
long w q  but it motivuted them. It mude [hem il lirtle more 
enthusiustic und it made them m u r e  of more indicutors. iVow wr  
wunt it more personul. We 've usked h e m  tu come in-for half hour 
tirne slots. meet with an individual teacher ubour u portictdur 
indicutor that they are reuiiy stmggling witli und let them tulk 
one-on-one ... The teachers need this individual support. 

We defiitelv need rhe district to continue supporting our efjorts to 
irnplement Nrst Stem. y ~f.hey drop Jane ond Jill (hired by the 
district to help implemenr First Stem in the schools) next yeur the 
teachers will s q  " J w  w h ~ t  we thought ... thq're gone." It wilf 
ufirm their thoughts thut First S t e ~ s  is just another bandwagon 
brought in on a whim I would hope thut fJane unù Jill have been 
hired this year thut they would stay ut least another year and then 
th- would have to reassess where we ore at. At l e m  the 
continuums wouid have rnoved up by the end of rhut year and 
teachers wouid hopefuI!v feel more cornfortuble with the process. 

As teachers stniggle to irnplement First Steps Rebecca has found that they need on-going 

support to encourage them in the process. It is easy to become isolated in our classrooms 



and end up scrambling on our own to make a new program work or possibly give up 

completely. Rebecca sees on-poing support as an important factor in the success of new 

Rose found that First Steps comected with her persona1 philosophy of reading 

instruction and assessment. It fit with her teaching style and connected her with teachen 

across the district. 

First Steps 1s u good resource. Ive nnerd some consistenn, cicross 
the board so rhut p u  fiel yuu're not dune. Withour the 
consistency )au cun eus* fèel isolated.. Firsr Stem gives us u 
cornmon /anpuge. Ir mirrors su dosely our Languuge Arts 
curriculum guide ... which 1s so well done. The connections uw 
thrre f3r teuchers rf' they wunt them. I see u lot o f  connecfions 
because the teuching struregirs reullv uren 't anything new. 

As Rose worked with collragues in the early elementary grades they searched for 

reasonable interpretations of unclear indicaton through discussion and debate. In a sense, 

Rose connected with her peen in an earnest desire to help othrrs in the implementation 

process of First Steos. As a group they supponed individual needs and encouraged each 

other in their understandings of the assessment process. 

As primury teochers we mer quite o bir ufier school. ..Therg were 
h - e e  ofus who were reully into il. We had some livelv discussivns 
about what this und thut indicator meunt ... l found Our discussions 
gme me some things to look at that moybe I would have 
overlooked.. Together we each plotted one litr!e girl to compare 
our findings. Two of us agreed t h ~ r  she wus an Earlv Reader and 
one teacher thought she was at the Tramifional Phase. There was 
quite a bit of debate about her placement. We each had Our 
argurnenrs und shured our reusons for the assessments we mode. 

Together, Rose and her peen reinforced and challenged each othes understandings and 



formulated conclusions. They created a supportive environment for each other to test and 

share individual insights and ideas. 

For Kathleen the connections between Fint S t e ~ s  and what she was already 

doing in her Language Arts classroom was evident from the beginning workshops she 

participated in. 

I rernernber rzrrning ro a fiierid und we both suid, "This isn 'r 
anything we haven 't done before. What 's new 3" 1 &in 't really 
ruke it seriousi'y becciuse I kepr coming bock ro the juct thut I wos 
doing these ihings unJwq. 

Kathleen did not see the need for major changes in her program because so many reading 

strategies and activities were already in place and being used in her daily classes. The 

continuum presented a new format for assessing her students, but again she was already 

using assessrnent tools comparable to the continuum and meeting with success. 

In light of Kathleen's satisfaction with her Language Arts program, she was not in 

desperate need for support fiom the people around her. In fact, she believes that support 

can be difficult to give and receive if your teaching styles differ as professionals. 

The fociu teachers are v e v  willing ro give help und are wanting 
us to dive into FirSt Stem ... When I look ar the things rhey want us 
tu do a iot of thern are whole group activiries. I usua& do not use 
many whole group activities in my classroom. The foclrs teuchers 
c m  give you lots ofszrpport und lots of ideas but somehow it hm to 
fit with your own reaching sqie. For example, one of the fucus 
teachers gave me an ncrivity rhor worked wonderfulIy with her 
cluss, but whrn I did it tt bombed As reuchers, in general, we 
present rhings d%ferent!v and our enthusiasm for cerfain activities 
dzffers. ..No matter how niuch support is oflered tu me rfmy heurt 
isn 'r in working wzth whole group activities then it will corne out 
in my teaching and ir will @ea my students. 



In order for support to be effective it should focus on the individual needs of a teacher 

and encourage them to develop their skills within their own teaching style and comfort 

range. 

Joan also sees the importance of connecting a new program with your teaching 

style. For her it meant a certain level of cornfort and ease with First Ste~s.  

Firsr Steos connecred wirh my teuching style und because it 
connected thar made the dflerencr for me. I felt I was in m-v 
cornfort zone becouse ir wasn 't a hundred percenr new ro me. I 
learned to look or things in m-v own teuching in a d~flerent wqv and 
1 cuzrld see thar what 1 was uireo& doingfir with Firsr Stem und 1 
jit ln wirh ir us well. 

In the Saturday morning course sessions Joan found the personal suppon she 

needed. Togethzr she worked with her colleagues and could ask the questions that had 

evolved throughout the week as she worked in her classroom. Joan's concem is for other 

teachers trying to implemcnt First Steps who can't find the suppon they need. Where do 

they go? 

Where do yo u get the support for First Steps? This is key. So p i  

huve p u r  firsr training session, yuu're given a bit cf tirne, rhen 
o n  're nor seen again und there's no nerworking. I think that if  is 
important fo have support through ne~ork ing  with teachers in 
other schools, with colleagues in p u r  own school or from a good 
leader. .. You huve îo have a good instmcr ional leader thar w ill help 
reuchers put First Stem into perspective so that they won 't becorne 
h t r a t e d .  Someone to usk you, " Where are you now experiencing 
problem and what have you done ubout this parlicular port of 
First S t e ~ s  to make it easier for o u ? "  Ifyou don 't have that kind 
of sy>port ir 's diffîcult ... We need leaders who will help teachers 
make the connectiom with First Stem bcfore it is presented as 
something new. They nerd to see rhar they are already doing 
sirnilar acrzvities in their own classroom nere  has to be an 
educat ion rhroughoui und 1 think that S wliut the problern is. 



Somehow it is in the connections we make ivith the world around us that we enter 

a comfort zone. Teachers need to see the connections between First S t e ~ s  and their 

classroom programs. Maybe it is the trainen and leaders in First Steps that must act more 

as the crucial links needed to help connect teachers to th is  new program. 

Accountability...Respect in the Balance 

As educators we have been called to a place of accountability within our society. 

We are being asked to becomr more accountable for the decisions we make on student 

progress, be it academic or socialiemotional, for parents, for studeots themseives, for 

teaching collragues, and for those in administrative positions above us. 

Rebecca has found that the developmentai continuum in First Stem is forcing 

teachers to become more accountable. 

I don? fiel us .irw Brunswick reachers, possibfy rhe whofe 
Muritimes, we huve k e n  us uccountclblr us people in other jobs. 
Naw more things, such us the contintnrm in First Stem, ure coming 
down and we do have ro be more accountable. We should be more 
accountable, but when we 're macle uccountoble people get u 
l t t e . . v  know. nervous.. .I think mu- teachers ore 
uncomfort~ble with plotring children on the continuum becuuse 
you ~ c t u ~ f f ~  have to put your decision down on paper with your 
John Henr). on there and s q ,  "1 believe this child is in this 
phase ... " In the end I do believe ir hav helped us and I think we are 
on track We need more of ir and it is perhaps fiightening und 
muybe a [ ide  frusfruting ut first, but I think os it happens more 
teachers reulzze the purpose of und needfir if. 

There is the fear of making a mistake that seems to accompany the process of becoming 

accountable. In essence that is why Rebecca has found teachers wonying about the 



interpretation of each indicator on the continuum. They are afiaid of not placing a child 

in the right phase. 

We want to mrike sure we ore not marking the students higher than 
they shouid be. bfqbe we are more panicked than we should be. 
but teuchers cire worried about how rhqv plot iheir students. Thqv 
know purents wiil be wunting io know exactly how their children 
ure progrrssing. Chil, we didn't beur these children und we've 
oniy hm1 them fir  one venr ... l think i t ' .~  in~~mrtont thut we let 
parents know ilzut not many children in elemsntury school are ever 
going tu go beyond the Transit iund phuse and thut usualiy thqv 
wili spend muny years in one phase. Unforrunutriy. because we 
hme a graded systern people think there shoull be six reoding 
levels in elementary school. Some people hmen 't gut beyond thut 
and t h y  cun 't beiieve u chiid couid he in the Eariy Reading phuse 
jor two und u hulf or three veürs und the Trunsitionui phuse for 
cinother. ..fi would be rusierra work wiih chiidren thut are uii in 
the same phase und need the sume reuching emphasis. This is not a 
reality in our clussrt~om toduy in Cunadu. 

As teachers, we need to inform parents about how children are assessed and what they 

can expect to see throughout the school year. Would we not help ounrlves by further 

making parents aware of the unique classroom culture their children are a part of and 

how we are working to provide the individual instruction and assessments to promote the 

growth of their otvn child's literacy skills? It has been said that through knowledge 

cornes understanding. 

As Rose has worked with the developmental continuum found in Fim Step  she 

has used it as a tool to help her in the process of becoming more accountable to parents. 

She believes parents should be educated and helped to understand how she assesses and 

insmcts students in her classroom. 

The continuum as a form of assessment has been more rime 
consuming, but I think it hm helped a lot with parents. I am able to 



confidentfy share with parents thar this is where their child has 
been, this is where they are, this is where the-v ore going, and this 
is where thry can go ... The continuum hm reall-v validated what I 
am swing tu parents. There is not alwqvs a whole lot of response 
or questions when I show the continuum tu purents, bui I certainly 
get the feeling that the-v appreciate seeing that whar their chifd is 
ciorng is appropriate for thrir uge and that they ar2 showing 
progress.. . By using the First Steos continuum the parents can see 
that ir is not just me niaking the assessrnents up. They c m  see it in 
the Firsi Strps -mide books ffom A u ~ a l i a  if r h q  need to. &oin. 
this volidares what we ore scrying us teachers. 

Lusr y u r  I haï/ some ciflcult purents and First Stem helped me 
convince thrm thut I wusn 't u total wing nut ... They didn't think 
their duzrghrrr was Ieurning enough and I thoughr shr wus h i n g  
rea& wefl ... When I showed [hem the continuum rhey cuufd see 
where their chikd wus und the steps she was taking. ..l think th- 
wuntrd me to do word lisci. Th- didn 't f2el reading a slow and 
discuvsing it was un hportunr longuuge aperience. Firsr 9 e 4 s  
hrlped thrm to see that ir would hefp their child. This is when I 
rea- iurneci the corner ... no confidence increused und I fil/ 
rmpowered. I hrsitute tu trse rhar word brcuuîe it zs one of those 
ninetres words. but ir is exoc- how Ifèlt. It helprd me put ihings 
inro perspecf ive fur [hem and for me. 

Fint Steps has helped Rose to become more confident in the assessments she makes. She 

feels a sense of rmpowerment rather than f e u  as she takes further steps toward being 

accountable to parents on a regular basis. It is a part of her program that has contributed 

to her success as an educator. 

Kathleen uses a variety of authentic assessrnent tools in her classroom to support 

her evaluations of individual children. She sees the need for accountability in our 

classrooms and recognizes that sometimes it cm be stresshl for teachers trying to plot 

students on the continuum found in First Steps. 

I think accounrability is really important. First Stem lms helped us 
with this. I think teachers cun do great assessments of their 



children without having the continuum. Teachers have done it for 
a long time, bur the continuam hm given some teachers who have 
felt Zzke ihey were floundering something specijic tojucus on. They 
are able ro see what rhey c m  do to help their students along the 
reading road. ..This builds conmence in feuchers who need 
rems urance. 

At the beginning I felr inadeqzrare ru plor my srudents and I wanted 
to m c k  sure I plorred them correctiy brcause [ knew thuf the 
continmm wovld p rw to w.rt vmir *F twrher . 4 F II  TI?? w p  hm/ 
dec;ded that the continuums would stay wiih their records und i 
didn 't wani my highlighted marks ro corne bock and haunr me. 
" Yuu said this c l d i  could do th;s und we don 't ser rhat ... " The 
beginning process of' plotring mv srudenls gave me u srressfil 
feeling. 

Kathleen feels comfonable with the assessment tools she uses on a regular bais in htr 

classroom. For her assessment becornes stresshl when she is beginning to use a new tool 

and is expected to immediately share her evaluations with vers and others. Like her 

colleagues, Kathleen would like to become more comfonable with the Fint Stem 

continuum before it is piaced in student records. 

Joan has also watched the c c  for accountability in education grow over the 

years. She sees the assessment tools in First Steps as instruments to help teachers become 

more accountable. 

Claen I wus introduced to Firsr Stem I was comjortable with if. It 
was  fhe managericil things thal I kepl thinking about, "How wdf I 
put this al1 together? How do I know for sure that this chzld is now 
in the n a t  phase? How am I going to make sure that next year 's 
teacher knows whar I've done with this conrinuum? How will I 
cowey this Nlformmion tu purents? ... " When I storted working 
with my siudents I decided thut I would eventualIy figure it out as I 
went along. 

I belieïe rhat we needed Firsr Sieps because of accountabiliy and 
the need for accountabili~. The pressure to be accountable is 



uround us everywhere. I think thar teachers are now uppreciating 
the fuct thuf First Stws wiil help them to become more 
uccountabie in their communications with parents. Setring 
children in stages heips with ihat. It S on poper and it carries with 
the chiidren to the n a t  tecrcher. ..Over the years it has been hit and 
miss with some teachers who were very accoun~uble and some who 
were not. So for some teachers I think Firsi Ste-PS is reaiiy needrd. 

If we as educators are called to be accountable for our decisions and assessments, might 

we not do well to embrace tools, such as First Steps, that offer the possibility of 

lightening our load in the end? Although the cal1 to accountability may be Fnghtening, 

most teachers see the need for it in our schools and profession. Therefore, we must ask 

how district leaders will suppon and help teachers trying to becomc more accountable in 

their role as educators. 

Final Thoughts 

In Chapter Four 1 have attempted to share the individual experiences of four 

teachers irnplernenting instructional and assessment practices found in the First Steps 

reading strand. Rebccca, Rose, Kathleen and Joan have willingly allowed us to view their 

pictures of experience through the eyes of k i r  understandings. We have been given the 

unique opportunity to leam more about our world of education through their paintings. 

Why is it important or necessary to tell their individual srories? van Manen believes that, 

"We gather other people's experiences because they allow us to become more 

experienced ourselves" (van Manen, 1990, p. 62). It is my hope that this will be tme for 

d l  of us as individual educators. 

To become more experienced ounelves we must also refiect on the portraits of 



lived experience created for us. Throughout Chapter Four I have attempted to more fully 

understand the meanings each teacher has given to her story. In essence, I have engaged 

in the process of interpreting the canvases as they have been created for us. Gadamer 

distinguishes between hvo senses of interpretation: First, interpreting "is ... clearly a 

revealing of what the thing itself already points to ... We attempt ro interpret that which at 

the sarne time conceals itself' and secondly, "when we interpret the meaning of 

somethng we actually interpret an interpretation" (Gadamer as cited in van Manen, 

1990. p. 26). By examining the colours of interpretation on each canvas 1 have taken one 

step closer to understanding the paintings unveiled for our viewing. 

In Chapter Five, 1 will examine the meanings and interpretations that have 

surfaced in each unique portrait of lived cxpenencr. 1 will also consider the questions 

~ h a t  have arisen out of the experiences painted for me and reflect on some of the 

implications for administrators, for curriculum leaders, and for us as teachers in the 

present education system. 



Chapter Five 

Reflections 

Introduction 

As I reflect on the joumey I have embarked on over the Iast year, 1 am 

ovenvhelmed by the changes I have made in my understandings of others and myself as 

an individual educator. Phenornenolog has heightened my appreciation for fellow 

colleagues and the individual experiences that paint their life portraits. By stepping into 

the teaching worlds of Rebecca. Rose, Kathleen, and Joan I have been able to look 

through the lenses of their understandings as they experience First Steps in the rveryday 

life of their classroorns and through a variety of professional development oppominities. 

1 believe we, as educators, often rush through our days without stopping to listen to our 

peers and their stories. We each hold nuggets of enlightenment to share with each other. 

It is when we are thoughtful and sensitive to those around us that we will grow 

individually and professionally in our daily lives. 1 have leamed deep!v frorn the four 

teachers who have willingly opened the doors to their experiences and allowed me to 

step in. Their stories resonate deep within me compelling me to examine what their 

portraits of lived e.xperience mean for me, other teachers and educaton, and district 

leaders involved in training teachers for the implementation of First Steps in their 

classroorns. 

in this chapter, 1 will explore the meanings and interpretations that have surfaced 

in Chapter Four, but I will not attempt to answer every question that has arisen or pretend 
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that generalizations are possible. Phenomenological research does not aim at changing 

the masses or providing answen to be used by those in power to change a profession. 

Instead, phenomenology seeks to present the lived experience of an individual so that we 

might reflect on our own walk through this world and become more expenenced in doing 

so. Wtimately, this will cause us to ask new questions pushing us forward on our joumey 

to new understandings and reflections. "The art of questioning is the art of being able to 

ask m e r  questions, that is, it is also the art of thought" (Weinsheimer, 1985, p. 208). 

So it is with thoughtful reverence that 1 delve further into the experiences of Rebecca, 

Rose, Kathleen, and Joan asking myself to carefully reflect on thrir lived experiences and 

the meanings they may bring to my life and others as 1 seek to grow in my 

undentandings. 

It is my intent to explore two areas that provide the concep.prud hubs (see 

Appendix B) around which the meanings and interpretations of the portraits of lived 

experience, found in Chapter Four, will be thoughtfully and tactfùlly examined. In the 

end I will reflect on how 1 have changed through this process and what this 

phenomenological journey has meant to me as a person, as an educator, and as a student- 

researc her. 

Being Accountabie for New Program Lnductions...Time...aad Support 

New programs, such as First Steps, will always appear on the doorsteps of our 

schools. As teachers we will face this countless times throughout our career. Each of the 

teachers I have interviewed have corne face to face with First Steps through workshops 



provided by their districts. Their experiences have differed and have forced me to reflect 

on the meanings that have emerged fiom their understandings of these expenences. 

Joan's begiming experiences with Fint Stem were diverse and in many ways 

confiicted with each other. Through these contrasting experiences she has corne to 

believe that educational leaders need to l e m  how to effectively teach teachers and how 

to support their growth as professionais. This resonates with Levine (1989) who writes, 

Attending to the developmental needs of adults requires 
patience. Aduit development is cornplex, slow, and untidy 
Patience and persistence are demanded of staff developers 
and principals who are committed to supponing and 
promoting adult development (p. 269). 

Like our students, we as rducators are learners and often need supportive guidance to 

encourage us to try new things in our classrooms. Each of the teachers I interviewed see 

on-going support from district leaders as being crucial to the success of a new program. 

Their views reflect Routman's ( 199 1 ) when she writes.. ."For change to be effective, 

comprehensive, and lasting, staff development must occur cohesively over an extendrd 

penod of time" (p. 16 1 ). It would be easy for me to agree whole-heartedly with these 

statements, and yet I cannot ignore the variations of individual understandings when 

reminded of Kathleen who has shared that no matter how much suppon she received it 

would not be helpfid or effective if it did not match her teaching style. 1 can understand 

her concem. Iove sat in meetings where 1 could not see the purpose for a new prokgam 

preçented. It didn't fit with my way of teaching and 1 did not see the need to fully 

incorporate it into my daily ciassroom routine. Maybe the question of support goes 

beond  simply providing it for long extended time penods. What should the role of 



inservice leaders be? How can they effectively support and promote change? 

Joan adarnantly believes that inservice leaders should be able to help teachen 

make connections with what they are already doing in their classrooms. This wodd infer 

that the leaders must be aware of the various teaching styles of the teachen in their 

training sessions and work to encourage their success. Often teachen are talked to and 

then told to go away and implement a new program. Joan has seen this done tu reachers 

many times. As I reflect on this [ am reminded of Taylor, Boscato, and Bcagley ( 1992) 

who suggest that "the old adage, "actions speak louder than words," is particularly 

appropriate to assisting staff make changes to their practice" (p. 53). Words may not be 

enough. Personally 1 cannot heip but think of my role as a tracher to my students. If 1 

were to aand in front of my class and verbally expound on the knowledge they are to 

intemalize many of my students would quickly tune out or would have difficulty taking 

in al1 that was said. We use a variety of methods to teach Our students and to meet their 

learning needs. As teachers and life long students (at least we are expected to be) at the 

same time, 1 believe we are still individuals as adults. We don? suddenly d l  tit in the 

sarne mold when we enter the profession of teaching. Could it be that some inseMce 

leaders have forgotten that our needs are unique as pesons and teachen? From my 

perspective and the perspective of the teachers 1 interviewed this would appear to be me. 

The first introductions a teacher has to a new program would seem to be very 

important to its overall success. For Joan ths was crucial as she reflected on the two 

contrasting beginning experiences she had with First Steos. In her cornparison of the two 

experiences I see a difference in presentation style and the consideration of teachers' 



needs. Joan found her experience fnistrating at the school level and depended on her 

werkly sessions at the university to bring the clarity and guidance she needed. She 

believed that the differences in presentation styles dictated the level of acceptance found 

in the teachen attending the two First Steps sessions. In other words, how the presenters 

related to their audience directly affected the overall implernentation of First Stem in 

individual classrooms. Each presenter made assumptions, consciously or subconsciously, 

about the needs of the teachers being inserviced and assumed their presentation would 

facilitate successful implementation. Michael FulIan ( 1982) addresses this in his book 

Assumptions About Change. He brlieves that "...the assumptions made by plannrrs of 

change are extremely important determinants of whether the realities of implementation 

get confronted and ignored (as cited in Rhodes & Shanklin, 1993, p. 9 1-91). Thrse 

assumptions affect ieachers and appear to be important factors contnbuting to the 

success or failure of a new program. 

However, Rebecca and Kathleen both mentioned how uninspinng they found the 

begiming workshops they attended for First Stem and yet Rebecca continued on to 

become a focus teacher and Kathleen decided to approach Fint Steps in her own way as 

she works to implement it in her classroom. Rose found her beginning inservice to First 

Steps also dry, but she was enthusiastic becawe she looked beyond the presentation and 

found a program that she believed would work for her and meet her persona1 needs. Here 

I once again see variations in the e.xperiences of my participants within the same 

phenornenon. If 1 am to be sensitive to their expenences 1 cannot generalize, but I must 

recognîze the eidectic variations and share the reality faced by each individual 



participant. Their experiences are unique. "Recognizing differences can help us become 

more aware of ourselves as well as the men and women with whom we work" (Levine, 

1989, p. wi). 1 see a mynad of factors affecting the implementation of new programs. 

Insenice leaders, individual teachers' beliefs and practices, unique circurnstances found 

within schools, and so forth al1 play a part in this phenornenon. For each individual 

teacher the interplay of these factors appears to differ. 

As rime played out in the experiences of the teachers I interacted with it tended to 

center largely around the issue of assessment. Each of the teachers found the plotting of 

students on the developmental continuum time consuming. Whether they saw this as a 

negative or positive factor depended on their past experiences and personal needs. 

Routman (199 1) tspounds on this in her reminder that "even when teachers feel ready - 

both theoretically and practically - to move toward more holistic evaluation, just 

managing the time and logistics for on-going evaluation can be ovewhelming" (p. 30 1 ). 

Rose saw this m e  as well spent and empowering in the end. She accepted the challenge 

and made roorn for these assessments in her time schedule. Rebecca was already 

spending a lot of time conferencing individual students and did not have to make big 

adjustments in her time table. Kathleen's daily and on-going assessments of her students 

progress was well in place when First Steos entered the arena. She stmggled with the 

how and when of plotting students on the developrnental continuum. Kathleen believes 

assessrnent should extend over trmr to tnily benefit a child. One shot assessments are 

unfair in her Mew. She asserts that it takes time to really know and undentand the 

students in her care. Kathleen cm see how the developmental continuum in First Stem 



promotes on-going assessrnent and is searching for ways to organize her time to 

effectively assess and plot her students. Trying to manage time and logistically work 

within its confines has played a part in each teacher's expenence, but the ways in which 

they have dealt with it has been and still is a penonal joumey for each one. 

Concem by many teachers over the developrnental continuum and the "problems" 

surrounding its use extend into the arena of uccountabiliv and our confidence in our ovin 

abilities. These "problems" relate to time and the fear of inaccurate assessments. 

Kathleen shared her fears of making a mistake when plotting a child on the continuum 

that would corne back to hau t  her the following year. I ofien wonder if weT as teachers, 

pressure ourseives into being pe@ct users of a new program before we have even taken 

the tirne needed to become comfortabk and confident with the new resources we are 

asked to use. Maybe we are too hard on ounelves and iieed to relax in the realization that 

it is alright to take our time as we venture down new paths. Routman ( 199 1 ) even 

acknowledges that, 

... change is diffcult and nsky for most of us. Whatever we do for 
the first tirne, whether it is srnall-group guided reading,. .. we are 
bound ro bungle it at the start ... This is natural behaviour for ail new, 
cornprehensive processes and procedures, we need to be forgiving 
and patient with ourseives ... Slowly your c ~ ~ d e n c e  will build and 
your cornpetence will grow (p. 4). 

Time seerns to infiltrate the need we feel to be more accountable and confident as 

educators in our classrooms. For Rose, her penonal tirne spent learning and using the 

First Steps program ernpowered her in her interactions with parents and increased her 

confidence along the road of accountability. Other teachen need colleagues or district 



leaders to provide on-going support and guidance. If teachen are being called to becorne 

more accounrable I wonder, once again, about the role district leaders are to play in 

helping teachers in this venture. The issues surrounding the implementation of new 

programs, the need for more accountability in our classrooms, tirne, and support grow out 

of the individual experiences and needs of each teacher affected by changes in 

instructional and assessrnent practices. Beneath massive changes or program 

implementations are individuals with unique needs and strengths. My small study of four 

individual teachers has illuminated our need as a profession to recognize these 

differences and to leam from each other along the educational paths on which we journey 

Acknowledging Our Individual Needs as Teachers 

It seems sornewhat easy for us as teachers to expound on the need for recognizing 

students as individuals with different strengths and needs. However, many educaton 

struggle to see the same individuality within the teaching profession. To me this concept 

is simple to comprehend and yet I must admit that before engaging in this 

phenomenological study I often assumed teuchers. al1 teachen, implemented new 

programs in their classroom similar to the way 1 would. I never really took the time to 

consider the complex nature of this person called a teacher. Our needs do differ. 

Depending on our past experiences and our individual educational beliefs our classroom 

practices c m  vary in a mynad of ways. 

Rebecca, Rose, Joan, and Kathleen each found the Fint Steos philosophy on 

reading instruction to be similar to their own beliefs about reading. They did not find it 



difficult to implement many of the instnictional techniques suggested in First Steps. In 

fact, they had many of these practices already in place. Several of these teachers did 

mention that First Steps seemed to be easier for teachers in the early elementary grades to 

implernent than for their colleagues in the upper elementary grades. This they attributed 

to different teaching styles and beliefs about how children learn to read. "These beliefs 

which are often implicit, show up in the classroom in the form of instructional 

behaviours and classroom interaction patterns" (Lenski. Wham. & GriiTey, 1998, p. 11 8). 

Our beliefs about how children leam to read cm have a positive or a negative effect on 

Our instnictional practices. How do I determine if I have the best instructional practices 

in place in my classroom? 1 could have a colleague or administrator corne in and 

examine my techniques, but only I c m  thoughtfully and tnithfully analyze my own 

beliefs about how children leam to read and make personal changes if needed. "Since we 

know that growvth starts from within, the most effective forms of staff development begin 

with the self' (Levine, 1989, p. w). We see this in Rose's own educational journey. She 

began with a need, she felt, to improve her Language Arts program. It began with herself; 

personaVprofessional readings, and then her introduction to First Steps. Rose was ready 

to make changes and to enhance her own reading program when the opportunîty 

presented itself in the form of First Stem. 

Kathleen's story differs fiom Rose's in that she did not feel a persona1 need to 

adopt the First Steps program for her classroom. She was pleased with her already 

existing and successfüi Language Arts program. However, she fell under the sarne 

mandate as every teacher in her district. She was not given a choice. Her personal and 



professional needs were not considered. hplementing First Steps does not mean that 

Kathleen will have to make major changes in her programming, but it does not seem 

purposehl for her. If we were to re-examine Routman's ( 199 1 ) five stages of change, as 

referred to earlier in this document, Kathleen would already be at stage four and five: 

"4. I'll adapt the experts' work to my own contexts. [and] 5. I trust myself as an observer- 

teacher-learner-rvaluator" (p. 27). She is confident in herself as a teacher and quickly 

adapts experts' work to her own personal contexts. Kathleen and Rose differ in their 

need for First Steps. What can distnct leaders do to help each individual really meet their 

potential as a teacher? How should they acknowledge the differences found in the 

hundreds of teachers they are in contact with on a daily bais? These are questions for us 

to thoughtfully ponder. The answers are not so simple. 

When it cornes time to make changes in our instructional or assessrnent practices, 

either by adopting new techniques or by adding onto our existing practices, it can be a 

lonely joumey without othen walking beside us. We may be individuals, but we need 

other individuals to help us and to share their experiences with us throughout the 

continuum ofchange. If change occurs it is a process. Taylor, Boscato, and Beagley 

(1 993) emphasize this in their article on Changing schoo! Ianpage rcuching: Evoiution 

not rrvolution. Joan, Kathleen, Rose and Rebecca each rnentioned the value they place 

on the times they are able to interact with colleagues to gather new insights, ask 

questions or to reinforce ideas they have already taken ownership of. The supportive 

environment Rose found arnong several peers stniggling with the intricacies of Fint 

Steps challenged and encouraged her. The need for networking with othen seemed 



important to each of the individuals with whom 1 talked. Newman (1990) recalls her own 

experience as a teacher trying to implement change, 

... I did not seek out teachers who were successfully implementing 
siich change, lest my iaadequacies becorne public and my own 
image of cornpetence be tamished. 1 was operating under the 
traditional illusion of the teacher as an expert, and I continued 
my struggle in isolation (p. 130). 

Fear stopped her from networking with fellow colleagues. Unlike Newman (1990), 

Rebecca, Rose, Kathleen, and Joan have each found colleagues to network with and 

although they are still fnistrated with some of the elements of First Steos they know they 

are not alone. I truly believe we are stronger standing together as teachers than alone. 

Our individual dîfferences and experiences make us strong and can enlarge the 

understandings of those we interact with in the professional realm. Maybe it is in 

Gadamer's thoughts on play that we can klew Our professional relationships for "... there 

is such freedom that no game [professional walk] is ever played identically, and for al1 

this vanety it is still the one game" (Wèinsheimer, 1985, p. 105). We each bear the title 

feucher in this profession. We each piqv the sarne game and yet our experiences dîffer as 

Enlightenment on M y  Journey 

I have listened to four teachen tell their aories and share their experiences. I 

have sought to understand the meanings they have given to their lived experiences. 1 have 

reflected on their joumeys and 1 have grown as a person. My joumey this year has had its 



tqing and rewarding moments as 1 have stniggled to undentand phenomenology and the 

lived experiences of the teachers 1 interviewed. This process has stretched me and helped 

me to become more confident in who 1 am as an individual. In valuing others' 

experiences 1 have corne to truly value my own lived experience. My daily meetings with 

life are not wasted experiences. They create who I am on the inside, which is ultimately 

retlected on the outside. My experiences th s  year have opened up an understanding that 

has restored a sense of rmbodied knowing (van Manen. 199 1 ). I do not need to clamour 

about anymore to find my uniqueness ... 1 am unique because 1 am a person. 

As an educator I have become more thoughtfùl and conscious of my own and 

others' experiences. 1 respect our differences as teachen and realize that 1 will continue 

to becomr more esperienced if 1 learn from the experiences of other colleagues. In 

Srptrmbsr 1 will r e t m  ro the classroom awaiting new opportunities to learn h m  and 

drsiring to be sensitive to those 1 wi1l work with on a daily basis. 

As a student-researcher the doors to understanding phenomenology have just 

begun to open. 1 realize the research path is long and winding. My research will not stop 

at the end of this thesis. Phenornenolog as a method and philosophy will continue to 

affect the way I teach and leam. 1 can translate the research process into the classroorn 

decision makinç 1 must engage in. Ln doing this 1 would like to cal1 myself a teacher- 

researcher. My journey has not ended, instead 1 have been inspired to experience and 

iearn more. 



On Being Thoughtful Educators 

So what does this mean to yoy as educators, who read my thesis? What are the 

implications for each of you cducating young studenü or adults, and for those of you 

desiring to M e r  expand our field of educational research? First, 1 will address teachers 

involved in the process of implementing First Stem in their own classroom. My thesis is 

not a work that has offered you answers to make the irnplementation of First Steps casy. 

It has offered the srones of other teachers involved in the same process as you are. Their 

experiences rnay have resonated with you or they rnay have challenged your persona1 

thinking. 1 hope that as I have thoughtfully reflected on their experiences that you have 

yourself become more experienced and sensitive to the worlds of our fellow colleagues. 

If p u  have indulged yourself in this I would dare sa): you will not feel alone on your 

joumey down the educational path. 

To program decisionmakers at the district level and to educators involved in 

training teachers for the implementation of First Steps (or any other new program) I 

speak to you next. Again, my task here is not to geeneralize or to provide answers to make 

the implementation of a new prograrn easy. If anythmg, it has been the questions that 

have &sen in my mind, as 1 have written this thesis, that may be of value to you. They 

are as follows: 

- Should new prograrns be mandated for al1 teachers? If so, should inservice 

sessions be shaped to best rneet the individual needs of teachers? 

- How do we make room for the practical and philosophical differences 

adhered to by teachers? 



- How might curriculum leaders in school districts take time to acknowledge the 

vast responsibilities of teachers and what they are already doing in the classroom? 

- What tirne fiame allowances would promote successful implementation of a 

new program? 

- How will district leaders support and help teachers aying to become more 

accountable in their roles as educators? 

These questions provoke us to thoughtfiilly examine how we act as educators and the 

impact of our actions on others who are unique individuals themselves. Practically, this 

may encourage al1 of us to become more sensitive and tactful in our actions as we work 

with teachers at the school Ievel. The four teachers who have shared their experiences 

with Fint Steps in this thesis do not share identical stories. As you have read their stories 

you have heard their concems and may be asking yourself what their stones may mean 

for you penonally in your actions as a trainer. Being thoughtful of the differences in 

belicfs about how children learn to read and the range of teaching styles that may 

congregate in your workshops is challenging. How will the differences be addressed? 

How will teachers be helped in their quest to be successful professionals? Each of us 

must recognize the needs before us and act with pedagogical thoughtfulness. 

My study has added to the already existing research on First Steps and 1 believe it 

has also added a new dimension of understanding and sensitivity to the lived experiences 

of teachen attempting to impiement new proprams in their classroom. in understanding 

the uniqueness of each experience I have raised many questions for us as educators to 

reflect upon. Some of these questions deserve Further investigation in other studies. In 



particular, I see the need for continued research on effective inservicing to meet the 

individual needs of teachen. We know that teachen differ in their understandings and 

practices, but how can educational leaders practically meet the challenge of encouraging 

professional development in each teacher with whom they corne into contact? What 

practical measures can be put in place, if at all? I believe this complex matter deserves 

further investigation and thoughtfulness. Really First Stem has served as a window into 

the larger phenornenon of promoting successful professional development in individual 

teachers under the same umbrella. 

Final Thoughb 

As a musician I am familiar with van Manen's (1 99 1 ) rerninder that rhythm or 

beat can exist without melody, but melody cannot exist without rhythm (p. 1 2 ) .  Yet it is 

the melody that brings beau- and meaning to my thrsty ears. The rhythmic steady beat 

can set the stage for a melody to sing forth. As 1 reflect upon rny esperience as an 

educator and the lived experiences of the teachers 1 have painted in this thesis, 1 see the 

mandated cumculurns and the new progams introduced by our school districts as the 

steady beats that rnarch into our educational lives. The melodies are the individual 

experiences of each teacher that clamours to be heard and undentood. Their melodious 

songs fil1 the air and urge me to listen to their stories. Each melody is important. 1 cannot 

ignore them or somethmg will be lost. The melodies sung in my thesis have transfomed 

me. I have walked with them. 1 have wrapped myself in their stories and the scales have 

fdlen off rny eyes. I have seen in a new way what they are living and my life in nim has 



become more meaningful. The beauty in my educationai joumey sings the melodies of 

ohers to whom 1 have thoughtfully listened. 1 have found my pearls in their experiences. 

1 will never be the same again. 
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Appendix A: Participants' Consent Form 

34 Haines Crescent 
Fredericton, NB 
E3A 4x2 
(506) 472-2683 
j935g@unb.ca 

Dear 

1 am a graduate student in the Department of Cumiculurn and Instniction at the 
University of New Brunswick's Faculty of Education. 1 have been an elementary school 
teacher for the past eight years. Last fall, I was granted a leave of absence from my 
position in order to complete the requirements of the Masters of Education Prograrn. To 
do this I am expected to write a thesis. The purpose of this letter is to seek your consent 
to be a participant in my thesis research project. 

The area of interest I will be researching encompasses the individual experiences 
of teachers implementing assessment practices recommended in the First Steps Reading 
Program. As a researcher, I want to find out what it is like for teachen implementing a 
new program in their classrooms. As a teacher myself, I realize that each of us 
experiences change in our o ~ v n  unique way. Our individual experiences are important. 
OAen they encourage others who are struggling in similar ways, and give perspective to 
those standing outside our h m e  of reference. 

I would like to listen to individual teacher'ç stories, with a desire to become more 
thoughthil about and sensitive to the ways in which we live through the expenences of 
change in our own professional lives. In a sense we cm become more esperienced as we 
thoughtfully reflect on and search for meaning in our own experiences and those of 
others. 

The research for my thesis will involve an interview with you, as a teacher 
participant, and possible sharing of some of the assessment tools you use in your 
classroom. 1 would also like to audio tape the interview for transcription. At the end of 
my research I will destroy the audio tapes. The interview length may v q  depending on 
our conversations together. Interview times will be arranged (time and location) for your 
convenience. Following the first interview session, I may ask to meet with you again to 
foilow-up on specific points raised in our begiming conversation. 1 will ako make 
available cirafts of rny work so that you can confirm that I have reflected your thoughts, 
feelings, and experiences accurately. 

Participant names will be kept confidential, unless you choose to make your narne 
known. Pseudonyms will be used throughout rny thesis since it will be a public piece of 
witing. Participation is voluntary and you are Free to withdraw from the snidy at any 
time. If you have any questions concerning my procedures throughout the research 
process please feel fiee to cal1 or talk with me. 



If you agree to participate in this project, please sign the following page of this 
Ietter and retum it to me at your convenience. Wyou have any further questions about this 
project feel free to contact me at home, 472-2683. Thank-you very much for your time 
and consideration. 1 look fonvard to hearing frorn you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Smith 

Statement of Consent 

"1 have read the above description of the project and the researcher has answered my 
questions to my satisfaction. 1, , agree to participate in this 
study . " 

Participant (signature) Date 

"To the best of my ability, 1, , have explained the 
purposes, benefits, risks and inconvenience of this study to 
and I have answered a11 of hisher questions." 

- - 

Researc her (signature) Date 



What should the role of 
inscrvice leaders be? H~~ HOW do We make ïOOm for 
c m  they effectively support the practicd and 
and promote change? philosophical diRerences How do 1 daennine if 1 have the best 

adhered to by teachas? instructional practiw in p l m  in my 

Should new prognuns be clwroom'l 

What cm district leaders do 
to help each individual meet 
hir potential as a teachefl 

How c m  inse~ce  leaders 
acbowledge the differenoes 
found in the hundreds of  
teachers they corne into 
contact with on a daily basis? 

A myriad of factors affect tha 
irnplementation of new Our n d s  are unique as 
programs, persona and teachers. 

Need for networking wiih 
colleagues 




